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Young Wild . West caught By· Comanches
OR,

ARIETTA DARING DEATH
By AN OLD SCOUT

CHAPTER !.-Texas Jake's Story.
"Wild I was listenin' ter a story an old hunter
was tellin' in ther barroom a little while ago, an'
blamed if I didn't gi.t a whole lot interested," said
Cheyenne Charlie, the well-known scout and Indian fighter as he joined Young Wild West on
the porch of the _tavern in t~e little village of
Clayton, New Mexico, a few mmutes before noon,
on a bright day in autumn, a few years ag,e.
"Is that so, Charlie?" the dashing young- deadshot answered, as he threw down the paper he
had been reading. "What was the story?"
"Well ther old feller was sayin' as how he had
- found a '1ot of Comanche lnjuns livin' back in ther
' mountains jest ther same as redskins lived a hundred years ago. This gang ain't got anything in
ther line of a gun 01· rifle; they jest. use bows an'
arrows, spears an' tomahawks an' _sich-like. They
don't like ther whites, either; but they don't chase
'em very far, when they find they're willin' ter
leave that neighborhood. I got putty well interested, 'cause I was satisfied that ther man wasn't
!yin' altogether. Accordin' ter what he says,
there's about four or five hundred of ther redskins. They've got a village of t'heir own, an'
their huntin' grounds is full of all kinds of game.
He says he had a little trouble with 'em, but managed ter git away after he got a sting in ther
arm from one of their arrows. I seen ther wound.,
an' I am well satisfied it was made by an arrow,
all right."
"Well, Charlie," and the boy showed no little
interest, "if there is anything in what the hunter
says, I reckon it would be a good idea for us to
go and look up this tribe of Comanches. Excitement and adventm·e is what ,ve a1·e after, you
know."
"That's right, Wild. I knowed you'd say that.
Well, s'pose we go an' have a little talk with th~r
man?"
"Right away. If I think there is anything in
the story we'll strike out to-morrow morning."
Right here we nught as well state that Young
Wild West, though but a boy in years, was without doubt the greatest of all tl1e heroes of the
Wild West at the time of which ,ve write, which
was a few years ago when conditions were far
more wild and dangerous thau they are now.
When but sixteen years of age he had defeated
the best shots to be found in all Wyoming in a

shooting contest, and had been declared the
Champion Deadshot of the West. Since that time
he had held the title against all comers, for he
practiced dail~' , and had become so experienced
with_ both a ~·ifle and_ re_volver that he never pulled
a tngger without h1ttmg the mark he aimed at.
Handsome, strong and as brave as could be, it
was no wonder that the dashing young deadshot
had made a name for himself. The boy had struck
it rich in the Black Hills two or three yea1·s prior
to the opening of our story, and since that time
he had been traveling about the wildest parts of
the West in search of adventure, fun and fortune,
and adding not only to his wealth, but also to his
fame. Of course, the dashing- young deadshot
made enemies, as well as friends; that was to be
expected. With the assistance of his two partners he had broke.n up more than one gang of
outlaws and r oad agents, and his remarkable skill
at fa-ailing and hunting down lawless bands of
Cheyenne
redskins wa s known far and near.
c:i,iarlie, who had put in a fe\1· years in the service of the go':'ernment ·as a scout, was proud to
c~ll the boy his leader, for it happened that he
did not possess the qualities of coolness and
judgment that Wild, as the boy was called by his
friends , did.
As Young Wild West declal·ed that if he found
anything in the story the scout had heard the old
hunter tell about the tribe of Comanches back in
the mountains, that convinced him of its truthfulness, they would strike out the ~:id; morning for
the place they ·were supposed to be located at
Jim Dart, a boy about the same age as h11, cttm;
out upon the porch.
"Well, Jim,'_' said Wi\d, nodding to the , boy, "I
reckon there 1s something on hand for Uf·. You
were re1:1a1:king- this m.orning at breakfast; that it
-yas begmmng ~o get-rather dull, so if what Charlie has. hea~·d 1s conect, I reckon there will be
somethm,e; lively for us before mam· days."
"Is that so?" and Dart's eyes lighted 'up.
Though he_ never had very much to say, he wa ~
one of the kmd who act when it is necesarv and
·'
who are always ready to do their part.
"Yes, J im," spoke up the scout giving a nod
"I was just tellin' Wild what I hea;·cl an old hunt:
er talkin' about in ther barroom of ther hotel.
Accordin' to what he savs, there's a band of real
old-fashioned Comanche's. which numbel's about
four or five hundred bac:k in ther mountains.•
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They ain't got anything in t~er ~hootin' l_ine, b~t
use bows an' arrows and s1ch-hke to kill then·
gari:le, an,' fight them as comes to bother '~m. I
told Wild I allowed ther old feller wasn't lym' altogether, so Wild says we'd better go an' have
a little talk~vith him."
"Good!" and Jim Dart nodded his approval.
"Well, come on," said Wild, as he led the way
to the door of the barroom.
As the three entered they found but four or
five customers in the place. One of them was the
old hunter and Charlie quickly pointed him out.
The old m~n was leaning against the bar, puffing away at a cigar, while before him was a bot-·
tle and glass. He looked up when the three entered and then took a very close look at our hero.
"M~rnin' gents," he said. "l reckon I seen one
of yer a little while ago. But I didn't see you two
boys afore."
This gave Wild the opportunity to start a conversation with him, so he promptly retorted:
"Well, we're strangers in town, you know. We
just got here last night and we thought we would
stop over until to-morrow morning. I reckon
you're a hunter?"
"That's jest what I am, young feller. - I've been
in ther business for nigh onto thirty years now,
an' that's jest long enough to make me feel as
though I ain't never goin' ter git out of it. I ain't
got rich at huntin' an' trappin', but I've managed
to git all I wanted to eat, an' somethin' to drink
now an' then, when I strike a place where it could
be had. I've jest got in from a trip to ther mountains northeast of here, an' I will say that I'm
mighty glad I'm here to be able ter tell it. I've
been huntin' an' trappin' around these parts for
years, but blamed if I didn't have ther funniest
experience this trip that I ever had afore. I seen
somethin' that I never believed could be possible."
"ls that so?" our hero questioned, and then
turning to the barkeeper, he added: "Let's have
a cigar."
A box was brought out and the oid hunter
promptly took one.
"This cigar I'm smokin' now," he said, as he
gave a nod, and hel9 it out so he might look at it,
"is ther first one I've had in a month. I smokes
a pipe generally, but when I gits into a town a
cigar goes all right for a change. I'll smoke this
one you jest gi~ me after I git my dinner."
"That's all right; smoke it whenever you feel
like it. But how about this great adventure of
vours in the mountains? You don't mind telling
i)1e about it, do you?"
"Sarti;n not. I've been tellin' it for ther la st
,wlf hour, an' I reckon I can tell it ag'in, an' keep
un tellin' it, though I s'pose there ain't many as
w''ll believe it. What I found up there to ther
h,,rtheast, young feller, was an Indian village of
t;1er old time kind. There's a lot of Injuns livin'
up there, an' they live there jest ther same as
their grandfathers did. There ain't no more civili~
zation ter 'em than there is to a grizzly ·bear. I
don't mean to say that they're very savage, an'
that they're lookin' for scalps all ther time, 'caµse
that ain't so. They seem ter want to keep to
themselves, arr' if any one happe__ s around there
they jest run them away. I got a little too close
to 'em, 'cause when I found there was somethin'
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like a village there I wanted to see jest what it
looked like. Here's what I got for bein' inquisitive."
The old hunter showed a rather ugly-lookin'
wound_ on his left forearm.
"That was done by a flint arrer head," he went
on. "I was surprised by five· or six of ther Co- .
manches, an' jest 'cause I dian't start to run for
my horse right away they began to shoot arre1·s
at me to beat anything. I started to git behind a
tree, so I could shoot at 'em, but when I seen they
wasn't anxious to run after me, I changed my
mind, an' instead of shootin', I hurried to my
horse. I got on his back, an' rode away as fast
as ther rough ground would let me. They yelled
a little an' sent two or three arrers flyin' over my
head. But I'd seen about all I wanted to see, anyhow, so I thanked my stars and lit out."
"How far away is the place where all this happened?" Wild asked, as he sized up the man and
came to the conclusion that he was telling the
·
truth.
"Jest about a hundred miles from here, as ther
crow flies, I should reckon. Putty nigh due northeast, too. Maybe you know somethin' about them
mountains up that way? They ain't very high
ones, but they're about ther wildest ones I was
ever in, an' I've been through ther Rockies some.
what in my time."
"Oh, we've seen the. mountains from a distance," Wild answered; "but we never went
around that way, since we thought there was
nothing much to be found there that would create
anv excitement."
''Well, young feller, if you're lookin' for excitement, I reckon you had better strike out for
that Comanche village. Ther chances is that you
would git more 'an you wanted of it. But saY-!
you don't mind tellin' me who you are, do you?
You look ter be a very lively boy. I will say that
I never set eyes on a young feller what struck me
ther way you do."
"My name is Young Wild West."
"Git. out!" exclaimed the hunter, showing great
surprise. "Thunderatio n ! I might have kn owed
it.. I've heard of you somewh1;t. So you're Young
Wild West, ther boy what km shoot so straight
an' kin ride any kind of a horse that was €Ver
foaled, ;i,re yer? Well, put her there. My name
is Texas Jake, leastways that's ther only handle
I have had for some years back."
Our hero shook hands with the man and then
'
he intl'Oduced his two partners.
"So you're going to have your dinner here, are
you?" said Wild, a minute or so later. "Well I
reckon we'll have a little talk with you at the
table then. Probably you might take a notion to
go back to this Comanche village, and if you do we
should like to go with you."
Texas Jake shook his head and 1;emained silent
for a few seconds.
"Well," said he, looking up, "I did allow that
I'd never go near that place again, but since
you've spoke, I don't know but what I might go.
If what I've heard is right I sorter reckon that I'd
be putty safe with Young Wild West an' his
parcls. But say! I had an idee that you was a
whole lot older than what yer are. You must
have sta1·ted in putty young, I reckon."
Wild took the old man by the arm now.
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"Te;>rns Jake," said he, "I reckon you'll do me

a favor if you don't say any more about the Co-

manche village you found up in the mountains. I
mean not to any one else but us. If we go there
I reckon there's no need of letting every one ·know
our business. Just let it-go as it is, w:ill you?"
"I sartinly will, Young Wild West," was the
quick reply. "You're right when yer say that
there's no need of lettin' everybody know your
business. I won't say another word about it-not
until you ask me ter."
It was not long before the bell rang for dinner,
and then our friends went into the parlor of the
hotel and escorted the girls to the dining-room.
The ~irls, as they 'were always spoken of by
Young Wild West and his partners, were Anna,
the wife of Cheyenne Charlie; Arietta Murdock,
a very pretty golden-haired miss, who was known
to be the sweetheart of our hero, and Eloise Gardner, a dark-haired gi1·l, who . was the sweetheart
of Jim Dart. Of the three, Arietta was the only
one who had been born and reared in the West,
and she could handle a revolver or rifle, and ride
a wild broncho as well as the average plainsman.
But Anna and Eloise also could shoot and ride
horseback very well, and since they had been accompanying our hero and his partners in their
travels in search of adventure ther had become
accustomed to all sorts of dangers and enjoyed
the open air life they were leading. They all went
to the dining-room and found Texas Jake there
11.head of them.
CHAPTER IL-Hop Wah Creates Considerable
Excitement.

There were· two persons belonging to Young
Wild West's party that have not been men_tioned.
They were Hop Wah and Wing Wah, natives of
China and typical of their race, as far as appearances went. They were brothers, too, and looked
much alike. both being very innocent and mild in
manner. Wing was the cook, and Hop was wqat
they called their handy inan. While they had no
use for any more than one servant, Hop was kept
because he afforded no end of amusement while
Young Wild West and his friends were in camp,
and also· because he had proved of the greatest
value to them at different times, more than once
being the direct means of saving· their lives, If
anything, Hop was more innocent looking than his
·brother, but that is as far as it went. He really
was one of the smartest Chinamen that ever came
·
·
over the blue Pacific.
He was a very cleYer sleightofhand performer,
a card sharp of wonderful ability, a born humor-'
i.st and liked whisky, which he always called
ta~glefoot. He had his bad qualities with the
good ones, which is generally the case. His
brother was a very easy-going fellow, honest and
a very excellent cook, and when he had nothing
I'" to do he was inclined to doze. The chances are
that he would not have remained with our friends
so long if he had not become a sort of fud1·ue to
the party. Anyhow, Hop could not be always depended upon, especiallr at r.ooking. Just as our
hero and his partner went to the parlor to escort
the girls to the dining-room, Hop Wah came into
the barroom of the hotel. He had been taking a
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little walk around the village, and as he came in
his face was beaming and his smile was bland indeed.
"Hello, Hop!" said the barkeepex, who evidently had met him before. "Got back, have you?"
. "Lat light, so be," was the reply. "No takee
long to walkee lound lis place. No vellr muchee
houses, so be. Me no find um Chinee in town."
"No, they ain't no heathens here, that's right,"
"What will yer
and the barkeeper grinned.
have?"
"Me likee havee lillee dlink of tanglefoot, so
be."
"All right, I reckon I'll stand treat this time.
Ther boss ain't around, an' if he was it wouldn't
make no difference. He tells me to use my customers as I think best, an' when I think they
oughter be treated I always do it in ther right
shape."
Hop accepted the glass that was pushed toward
him, and then as he got hold of the bottle he
poured out some of the liquor. It was just then
that a half-breed Indian walked into the barroom.
He was a villainous-looking fellow, indeed, for
there were several scars upon his face that
showed plainly and disfigured him a whole lot.
But it was evident that he was hot a stranger
there, foT the four loungers, who were left there
when Young Wild West and his partners and the
hunter went out nodded to him and accepted
greetings.
"Where have yer been ther last two or three
days, Rattler?" one of them asked,
"Been fishin' up ther- creek," was the reply, in
about the same kind of English used by the natives of that part of the countrv. "Had puttv
good luck, too. Jest sold all ther fish I had, an'
now I'm goin' ter buy some liquor.",
Then the half-breed walkecl to the bar and
threw some money upon it.
"Half a gallon of liquor," he said, as he looked
at the Chinaman and scowled. "I'm in a little
hurry. Never mind that feller. He don't belong
here, anyhow."
"Velly nicee day, so be," spoke up Hop quicky,
and then bowed low to the newcomer. "Me velly
glad to meet um handsome man. You gottee velly
nicee face, so be."
"What's that?" and the half-breed scowled
fiercer than ever. "What do yer mean by talkin'
to me like that, you heathen galoot?"
"Lat allee light,"--l:etorted the Chinaman, and he
quickly pulled a cigar from his pocket and tendered it to the fellow . . "You have lillee smoke,
so be? Me likee you velly muchee."
Rattler accepted it, and lighted the cigar.
"Jest hurry up with that jug of liquor will
yer?" he said, as he nodded to the bark~eper.
"I've got company home, an' they're waitin' for
me."
"All right," was the reply, and in a very few
minutes the jug was placed upon. the bar.
The half-breed was still puffing ilowlv at his
cigar, and nodding pleasant1y to Hop he picked
'
up his jug, and said;
"I'll see yer later, heathen. Jest now I've got
business on hand.''
"Allee light," was the reply, 11.ll.t then Rattler
started for the doo-r.
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He had nearly 1·eached it when there was a
sharp click and his cigar flew to pieces, while left
in his mouth instead was a long spiral string with
a tiny doll dangling at the end.
"Wow!" he yelled, as he quickly threw the end
to the floor. "What's that?"
"Lat velly stlange," declared he Chinaman, as
he stepped over and looke·d at the string, which
had nnt ,:eased vibrating upon the floor. "Me no
givee you lat; me allee samee give you um cigar.
Me buy um cigar in lis place, too. Velly stlange."
"I should think it .was strange," declared one of
the loungers, as he stooped and picked up the
string.
He dangled it before the eyes of the rest, and
the tiny doll bobbed up and down. Then it was
that the others broke into a roar of laughter, and
finalhr the face of the half-breed relaxed into a
smile: He looked first at Hop, then at the bark,\,~per, and then his glance turned to the pieces
of the cigar that were scattered about the floor.
"Lat velly stlange," declared Hop, and then he
pu]ied another cigar from his pocket. "Tly lis
on~, my handsome fliend."
"Not much," roared the half-breed, angrily.
"That thing was enough fer me."
"Allee light, you takee one outee um box, Jen,"
.ind Hop beckoned for the barkeeper to hand him
the box of cigars.
It was quickly handed to him, and then without
anyone observed it he dropped the cigar he had in
his hand into the box. It happened that there
were just two rows in the box, and the one he
dropped in lay loosely there. It was only natural
that the half-breed should take this one, and after
he had put the box back upon the counter and
paid for the cigar, Hop struck a match and offered it io him.
"AJI right," said Rattler. "I'JI light her up.
But if anything happens like it did ther last time
1'11 shoot that cigax box full of holes afore I leave
ther place."
He puffed away almost viciously, remaining
near the door as he did so . .lust as he thought the
cigar was going all right there was a sharp hiss
and then- Bang! With a report as loud as that
of a shotgun, the cigar exploded. The half-breed
uttered a sharp cry of alarm, and falling back
through the doorway, but keeping hold of his jug
as he did so.
"Hip hi!" yelled the Chinaman, dancing about
the room as though in great fear. "Whattee mattee? Whatee mattee ?"
Eut the moment he saw Rattler getting upon
his feet he slipped out of the rear door and vanished just as Wild and his pals and the old hunter
appeared in the barroom.
But Rattler had had enough for one day and
he hurried from the spot, carrying the jug as
though it was something of great value, and
should be handled with care.
"Well, that Chinee beats anything I ever seen,"
decla1·ed the old hunter. "I reckon I want ter see
more of hi-m."
"Most likely you'll see enough of him afore you
git through," answered the scout, shrugging his
shoulders and smiling.
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His

Our friends took their time at eating dinner,
and as they were not interrupted again, everything passed off satisfactorily. The girls listened
as Texas Jack related his thrilling adventures
with the Comanches. Such things always interested them, Arietta, especially.
"You are sure they are Comanches?" she asked,
as the hunter paused and leaned back in his chair.
"Oh, yes!" was the reply; "I'm sure of that,
miss. I knows a Comanche when I sees him.
These is genuine Comanches, too. T1i.er kind my
old dad used ter teJI about. I know their lingo
putty well, an' I heard lots of talkin' when I was
hangin' around ther village. There ain't no mistake about it."
"Well, I guess t4at particular tribe us.eel to be
thick around this section, anyway," Wild spoke
up. "I suppose this crowd is made up from the
descendants of the old-timers, who did not want
to make war on the palefaces, and went off by
themselves. It is what you might call a colony,
I suppose. They are living in the old barbaric
style, true to their instincts, most likely. I reckon
it will be worth our while to make the trip there
and study them up a bit."
"It sm·ely wUI, Wild," Arietta answered, her
eyes brightening. "I am very anxious to see
them."
'-'What!" exclaimed Texas Jake, looking at the
girl in astonishment. "You don't mean to go too,
do you?"
"Oh, yes," and Arietta smiled at him in a way
that told plainly that she was not the least bit
afraid to make the journey.
"Gosh, I don't think it will be Irnrdly right to
take a gal up there. What do yer think about it,
Young Wild West?"
"Oh, I reckon it will be al] right," 1·eplied the
boy. "The girls are used to all sorts of adventJ.lres, you know. They can shoot, if there is any
fighting to be done, too. But we are not going
up there in the mountains for the sake of shooting the Comanches. We are simply going out of
curiosity. It might be that we might strike something in the way of a treasure there. The Indians
of the old times are known to be something of
miners. There is no telling but that they might
have a whole lot of gold and silver in their villag"e. If we find that such is the case probably
we can induce them to part with some of it. I
1'eckon it :will be a good idea to take along some
pieces of calico and rolls of ribbon and the like.
Such things usually strike barbaria~s right to the
heart. They are always fond of. finery, I have
heard."
"Well, maybe you are rig'ht," and the old hunter
shook his head. "But I don't j_est know about it.
Howsomever, I'll go with yer, 'cause I've said I
would. I've got rid of all my pelts, an' I was
-goin' ter start out ag'in in a few days, anyhow.
I'll go up there with yer, an' on ther way I kin
do quite a little hunt.in' I left some traps up that
way, an' I kin set them, too. Whenever you git
ready to start you'll find me right on hand, Young
Wild West."
"All right, Texas Jake," was the reply. "We'll
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it are most
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"She's there, all right," declared the hunter, think it a good idea to foller us an' look for was
he
nodding to give emphasis to his words. "I'll take chance to drop Wild. I knowed very well
of him
yer right to it, leastwise I'll take yer near enough mad when the Chinama-n made such a fool he
will
so yer kin see it. I won't say that I'll ride right when he gave him the 1oaded cigars, and
Wild because he
into ther village, 'cause ther chances are that I do his best to get square with party.
You'll see
wouldn't 'b e allowed to . I'd be stuck full of arrern knew that Hop belonged to our
if I am not right in my suspicions."
afore I could git tha,t far."
"That's all right, Charlie," Wild answered,
There was no one among our friends wh~ had
follow us I suppose he
the least doubt about the truth of what Texas quickly. "If he wants to he
don't interfere with
Jake had told ·t hem. The very fact that he was has a right to, so long as
of him all right,
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I
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It so happened that
in
were the only guests at dinner that day, so they girls in the parlor of the hotel. Hop was notthe
linge1·ed quite a while at the table. When they the barroom, but they quickly learned from the
at last arose it was settled that they were to proprieto1· that he was eating his dinner with
servants in the kitchen. The boy was not satisleave the next morning at eight o'clock.
"Now then," said Wild, as he started from the fied, so he made his way to the kitchen, and when
dining-room, "I reckon I'll go and see where our he found both Hop and Wing there he came back.
"Mighty funny Chinee, that," the barkeeper ,retwo Chinamen are. · Hop could not help getting
he
into trouble with that .half-breed, it seems. I marked. "Who would ever have thought thatsure
wasn't looking for anything of the kind, but I could do a thing like that? Why, I thought
especould not help it, especially when the galoot them cigar,'; had come out of that box here,one
in
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"Well, he is a sleight-of-ha nd performer, you
Texas Jake, shaking his head. "I know Rattler,
an' he's a mighty bad galoot. He's as tricky as know," Wild answered, with a smi1e . ."He is very
anything, he is. I forgot to tell yer something handy at making all sorts of things, too. He can
about him when I started to tell my story. I make firecrackers and all kinds of fireworks, as
met him on ther way into Clayton an' I told him well as cigars. I suppose he has spent a whole
how I'd seen ther Injun's village up in ther moun- lot of time_in making that cigar with the string
tains."
it in. There is no doubt but that he will make an"I thought yer said yer didn't say a word about other with the same string, for it is likely that he
it till yer got to ther hotel here?" queried Chey- has tobacco on hand. He carries quite a stock,
and it is composed of many things that no one
enne Charlie.
"I did say that, but I sorter forgot that I rode would think of taking along with him on a jourinto town with ther half-breed. But that don't ney."
While they were talking in came the half-breed
make no difference, I reckon."
"Not much, anyway," Wild said, assuringly. again, carrying the jug he had taken away, which
"But what did the half-breed say when you told was empty now. He was in a pretty drunken
him about the Comanches you had seen?"
_state, too, and as he placed the jug .upon the bar
·
"Well, he seemed to know somethin' about 'em. he called out:
"Fill her up ag'in. I've got company over to
He says as how his grandfather is one of 'em.
Th.ere's Injuns as knows that they're up there, ther ,house, an' I want ter treat 'em right."
As he made no move to lay the money upon
but none of 'em ever bother ·about goin' to see
the 'b ar, the barkeeper shook his head. Evidently
'em, it appears."
"Ah!" and our hero shook his head. "So it was he knew the half-breed was not very good pay.
"Show ther color of your dust, Rattler," he saic!i
not exactly a secret, then?"
"Well, I reckon ther most of it has been hear- calmly.
"That's all right," was the dogged retort.
say," declared the hunter. "Rattler wouldn't say
as how he knowed it for sartin; he was only talk- "Don't you think I've got it?"
"W.ell, you know you owe a bill _here now, so
in' from what he had heard. His father told him
once that his grandfather was livin' back in ther what yer git must be for cash."
mountains with a lot of his own people; ther same
"Fill up ther jug; I'll pay for it."
as they used to live a hundred years ago. But
"Produce the money," spoke ·up the proprietor,
Rattler says he never took much stock in it. He who was leaning against the bar at-the other end.
told me that he would never bother about goia' "I don't think you need any more just now, anyup there to see about it."
way. If you haven't any money you get no rum."
"Well, if I ain't got ther money, maybe Young
"Well, I don't know nothing about it," said
Cheyenne Charlie, shrugging his shoulders. "But Wild West will pay for it," the half-bi·eed said, as
I'll bet if that half-breed galoot finds out that he shot a glance at our hero. "He oughter do
we're goin' up there he'll take it in his head to that, anyhow, 'cause his Chinee made a fool of
go, too. It are putty sartin that he has taken a me a little while ago."
"If it was something to eat you wanted, and you
strong dislike to Wild for what happened to him
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had no money, I would glady pay for it," Vi'ild
answered, coolly. "But when it comes to a jug
of liquor I cll'aw the line. You take my advice
and go on back home and take a sleep. You don't
need any more rum, just now."
"All right; I'l do as you say, Young· Wild West,"
and without another word the half-breed left the
jug upon the bar and quickly went outside. But
there was a look upon his face that told our hero
he had better be on the watch. There was a window near the end. of the bar, a:nd quickly stepping
over to it he took his station right at the side.
It seemed that the boy had really divined the
intention of the half-breed, fo1· the next minute a
revolver was thrust through the opening below
the sasq. and the boy saw the half-breed crouching and waiting for a chance to shoot. He waited
until he raised his hands to a level with the sill,
so he might .take aim, and then as quick as a
flash he knocked the weapon from his hand and
seized him by the collar of his shirt. Wild was
as strong as a young mountain lion, and with a
quick pull he lifted the villain from the ground
and dragged him through the window.
"I don't know who you was going to shoot, you
half-breed galoot!" he exclaimed, his eyes flashing dangerously- "but I reckon you was looking
for me. Now then, I'm going to give you one
more chance for your life. Get up here!"
He half lifted him to his feet, and his face distorted with passion Rattler <stood in a crouching
attitude.
'
~
"I meant to shoot you, Young Wild West!" he
hissed. "Thei·e ain't no use in !yin' about it. I've
got it in for you an' I'll git yer if it takes a
month."
'
"You will, eh, .you sneaking scoundrel!"
As the words left the lips of our hero he .g ave
the villain a push that sent him sprawling. Then,
before he could recover himself, he dealt him a
blow under the chin and down he went upon the
floor.
·
"I oug ht t o sh oo t you.,,, h e exc
. 1aime
· · d , a s he
stood over the fallen man. "But I won't do that.
I said I was going to give you another chance for
your life, and I will keep my word, even though
you made a hard threat against me just now.
You get up and light out, do you hear?"
Rattler lost no time in obeying. He hurried
out of the building and started on a quick walk
away from it. Wild and the rest of those in the
place watched him until he reached a tumbledown
shanty, which the proprietor said was his home.
"Me velly smartee Chinee," said a voice at that
very moment, and then in stepped Hop, bowing
and smiling.
"Hel'e he is now," and the proprietor broke into
a laugh. "Hello, Hop! Have you got any more
cigars about you?"
":Me gottee two or thlee," was the reply. "You
Jikee havee nicee lillee smoke?"
"No, thank you. But I would like to see how one
of them cigars acts when it goes off."
":Vie showee you, maybe, before me go 'way
from here. But me likee havee goodee smokee,
so me buy one, so be."
Then the Chinaman stepped up to the bar and
t-0.f! bartender promptly set out the box for him to
:{)lah .l:,f~ ·sP.le-:tion. He took one and placed it iD
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his inouth. Then he quickly picked up the box
' and passed it to the propl'ieto1·.
"You takee one, too, so be," he said.
"Well, since you want to_~reat me, I believe I
will smoke," was the reply, and the n,an reached .
in and took the first cigar he came to. Cheyenne
Charlie gave Wild a nudge and whispered:
"I'll bet anything ther heathen has put a cigar
in there, an' he's goin' ter fool him."
"I wouldn't be a bit surprised, Wai? the reply.
After he had lighted his own cigar Hop struck
a match and politely tendered it to the proprietor.
"Thank you, Hop," and soon the cigar was going
nicely.
"Before me go 'way fl.om here me allee samee
showee you how um tlick ciga1·s act, so be," declani<l Hop as he walked slmvly around the room,
puffinO' aw~y meanwhile. The landlord nodded,
and then took a few more puffs at the cigar. Suddenly there was a quick puff of smoke, and thenBang! The cigar went off ·with a 1·eport that almost d~fened the smoker. Just what there was
in it no one could tell, but it certainly was something that made a report.
"Great Scott!" cried the proprietor, as he leaped
backward and fell against a door. "What's that,
anyhow?"
'!'here ·was a loud laugh from our hero and his
partners and Texas Jake. T~e:y saw just what
had. happe?ed, though . the _victim could har~ly
realize 1t himself. But 1t quickly occurred to him
that he had peen vi~timized! though he could not
tell for the hfe of him how 1~ had been done. He
had surely taken one of the cigars he had for s_a le
from the box. If he had been put under oath
before a j;1stice he would have _sworn to that.
But _that simply showed _how ea~1ly he could be
deceived. Then, to set hunself right, ?e ordered
the bark_ee~er to treat all hands. Nothmg worthy
of mentionmg happened 7 through_ the balance ~f
the day, and that mght -Young
Wild West and his
friends retired rather early, so they would be
ready
to· make
an early
start for the Comanche
'II
th
t ·
vi age m e moun ams.

CHAPTER IV.-Our Friends Near Their Destination.
Our friends arose rather early the next morning. It was necessary to see to the loading of the
pack-horses and find out what extras were needed
to take with them. Texas Jake declared it was a
hundred miles to the Comanche village, as the
crow flies, and this meant that they would have to
travel a great deal fartlier than that before they
got there. Mountain• trails do not run in a very
straight line, as a rule, and they are not easy to
ride over, either. But Young Wild West was satisfied that they could make the distance in three ·
days, and take it rathe1· easy, at that. The biggest part of the joupiey would be comparatively
easy traveling. The two Chinamen were routed
out by Cheyenne Charlie as soon as he got up,
and then he went oyer the supplies they had on
hand with Wing. I did not take long to make a
list of what they needed, and after breakfast the
two went to the store and bought them. , A few
minute& before eight they were ready to...J.eave.
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But our hero always made it a point to make a
start at the time set down, unless circumstances
would not permit it. 7exas Jake was there with
his mustang and the burro he used to help carry
in his pelts, and when he suggested that the y
might as well be off, our hero shook his head.
"It is just five minutes to eight now," he decla1·ed, as he looked at his watch. "We decided
that we would leave at eight, so we will wait
until mv watch shows that time. I want to time
ourselves in making the trip, and I am g·oing to
put it into minutes."
"All right Wild," was the reply. "I reckon
you're ther b~ss of ther expedition. What you say
go every time."
At just eight o'clock they all moun~e~l, and bidding the hotel-keeper and those wa1tmg to see
them off good-by, the party set out. With the
little town of Clayton once behind them Young
Wild West and his companions soon found themselves traveling over a rugged and rather wild
part of the country. This continued to increase
as they proceeded, and when noon came they found
themselves at the beginning of the foothill s of
the range they were heading for. Wild selected a
suitable spot and called a halt. They all dismounted and soon the pack-horses were relieved
of their loads, after which the two Chinamen set
themselves at work getting the noonday meal
ready. Hop gathered sufficient wood for the purpose and started t4e fire, and then it was not long
before Wing had some venison steaks broiling.
They had ·not bothered to shoot any game during
the morning, but they were in a part of the coun' try where they knew it must be abundant now, and
they meant to try their hand at it before sunset.
W11i!e the meal was being prepared Wild walked
to the top of a hill that was not far from the
temporary camp, and took a look over the back
trail.-He was not much surprised when he saw a
horseman riding along about two miles distant.
It was too far awa y for him to distinguish him,
but he readily guessed that it was the half-breed,
who had, no doubt, followed them from the town.
After watching the horseman for a few minutes
the boy descended the hill and returned to the
camp.
"Well, Charlie," said he, as he looked at the
sco11t, "I reckon the half-breed galoot means business, for he is following oui· trail. He is less than
two miles from here now."
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie,
giving -a start. "ls that so, Wild? I sorter
thought he would come after us, but I looked
around so many times this mornin', an' didn't see
nothin' of anyone, that I thought maybe I was
wrnng in thinkin' that way. So ther half-breed is
comin', eh? Well, I reckon we'll attend to him."
"What's that you said, Wild?" called out the
dashing young deadshot's sweetheart, as she
walked hastily to the spot.
"Nothing much, Et," was the reply. "The ,h alfbreed I had the trouble with over at Clayton is
following us, that's all."
"I knowed it!" exclaimed Texas Jake, giving a
nod. "That galoot is jest one of ther kind to go
a hundred miles to git revenge. Rattler is sartinly a bad one."
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"Are you sure it was he you saw, Wild?" Dart
asked.
"Well, I'm not exactly sure, for the distance
was a little too great but I'm satisfied that it is
he, Jim," the boy answere:l, coolly. "Just go up
the hill and take a look."
Jim lost no time in ascending the hi11. He remained there for nearly ten minutes, and when
he came down he gave a nod.
' 1It is the half-breed, all right," he declared. "I
watched him until he came to a halt less than half
a mile from this spot. No doubt he has seen the
smoke from our fire, and don't intend to come any
closer just now."
''Well, I don' think I shall bother myself about
going out to look for him," Wild retorted, shrugging his shoulders. "We'll just let him do the
followfog in this case. We'll keep right on until
we find the Comanches we are looking for; and
in the meantime we will be on the watch for Rattler." ,
But Jim did not seem to be as _e asy about it as
our hero, and back he went to the top of the hill
to look out for the halfbreed. No doubt he felt
that the villain might try to creep upon them and
get a shot at Wild while they were at a halt.
Meanwhile the preparations for the noonday meal
went rapidly ahead, and it was not long before
the cook called them to eat. ·when the young
deadshot had eaten all he wanted he promptly
arose and ascended the hill to relieve Dart.
"Well, how is he now, Jim?" he asked, as he
reached the side of the boy.
"The galoot is sneaking up here, Wild," was
he retort. "He left his horse in a hollow below
there nea1·!y ten minutes ago. I've been watching closely, but have not seen anvthing of him
since."
·
"Well, you go on down and get your dinner.
I'll keep on the watch. I reckon if he shows up
I'll show him, all right."
Jim went on down, while our hero took his
place where he could keep a watch on a!J sides
of the spot. Two minutes later he saw something
moving about a hundred yards to the left, and
fixing his eyes on the spot, he was not long in
detecting the form of a man as he moved from
bush to bush.
"I reckon that's the galoot, all right," he murtered, under his breath. "Well, he's looking for
a chance to shoot me,'! suppose, so I may as well
give him a surprise. I don't want his blood on
111y hands, but I'll just wake him up a bit, anyhow."
Holding his rifle ready for instant use, he
watched and waited. It was not long before he
got a good view of the man as he paused and
raised above a rock. It was Rattler. There was
no mistake ·a bout that. Wild saw that he was
looking down directly toward the camp, so he
thought he had better give him the surprise he
intended fo'r him. He coolly threw his Winchester to his shoulder, and then taking a quick aim
pulled the trigger. Crang! As the repo1·t rang
out Ratler's hat flew from his head, and with a
yell of surprise and fear, the villain dropped
quickly from sight.
"Did yer fix ther galoot, Wild?" the scout
asked.
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"No, Charlie," was the reply. "I just shot his what this means? It looks as though the halfbreed has got ahead of us-.''
hat off, that's all."
After thinking it over for a minute or two
"That's where yer made a mistake, I reckon.
Wild thought it would be advisable for him to go
That won't h,ave no effect on him, I'm sartin."
ahead and make an investigation. He told them
"Well, maybe it won't. But I reckon it will , to stay
there until he came back, and then
makeJiim be a little ca1·eful how he sneaks toward he rode right
on over the course of a little hill. As
us again."
.
he reltched a point in the rocky wall that reared
I was evident that the scout feared that the ;.tself upon the level he came in sight of somehalf-breed would not take a lesson from what had thing that caused him to bring his horse to an
happened to him, for he went up the hill and took abrupt halt. Less than a hundred yards ahead of
hls station there until they were ready to leave him he saw Rattler, the half-breed, standing upon
the spot. He had the satisfaction of seeing the the ground, talking to three Indians who were
half-b1·eed return to where he had left his horse, naked to the waist. That the redskins were
so that told him plainly that there was nothing Comanches who belonged to the hidden village in
to be feared from him just then. It was just the mountains Wild had not the least doubt, for
about an hom· after our friends came to -a halt they all carried bows and anows and spears and
that the journey was resumed. As they started -tomahawks. The boy quickly c:rew back his horse.
off Cheyenne Charlie insisted on fetching up the so he could not be seen, and then dismounted.
rear for he wanted to get a shot at the halfbreed. But the afternoon wore on and nothing
further was seen of the solitary trailer. Shortly
before sunset they pitched · their camp at the
mouth of a deep ravine, where a little cascade CHAPTER V.-Our Friends Camp Above the
Valley.
came tumbling down the rocks. Wild knew very
well that if the half-breed was persistent he
Young Wild West watched the half-breed and
would sui·ely try to gain hls point during the
night, so he saw to it that a good watch was kept. the three Indians intently. For fully five minutes
Since there were four of them to do duty in this the four stood there talking, and then the three
1·espect, it would give all hands a chance to get Comanches nodded their heads and told the halfwhat sleep they required. There would be about breed he might come with them. The result was
ten hours of darkness, so it was settled that Texas that Rattler stepped back behind some rocks and
Jake should take the first two l'lours and a half, led forth his horse. Then he followed the three
Jim Dart the second, Wild the third, and Chal'lie around a bend and disappeared from our hero's
the last hitch. If nothing happened by the time view.
"That's what I call pretty good," the boy mutthe scout had done his trick at watching it would
be getting dayligp.t. Whether the .half-breed tried tered. "That galoot was clever enough to get
to get close enough to get a shot at the boy he ahead of us and make friends with the Comanches.
hated so or not, none of them knew, for the night Well, I supppose that means we are going to have
passed and day broke without anything happening. trouble, for he will surely set them against us.
When the morning meal had been eaten they But it is all right. We sta1·ted to find the Cowere not long in loading the packhorses, and manche village and see what it looked like, and I
then a few mhrntes later they were moving up the reckon we. are going to do it,- half-breed, or no
ascent. Wild knew they had covered over fifty half-breed!"
Taking the sonel stallion by the bridle, Wild
miles the first day, and he now began to think
that they would Teach their destination in less made his way 'back to his waiting companions.
"Did you see or hear anything, Wild?" Arietta
· than three days, unless they met with serious
obstacles. About the middle of the forenoon Ari- asked, looking at him eagerly.
etta shot a young buck, which showed itself as it
•"Yes, I saw something and I heard something,
ran along a ledge something like two hundred .Et," was the reply. "I saw my half-breed enemy
yards distant from the trail they were following. with three Comanches a little way from here and
While the hunter and Hop were attending to the heard them talking, too."
slain deer the rest waited on the slope. They did
"Is that so?"
not fail to keep a watch for the appearance of
T.he girl's eyes brightened as she spoke.
Rattler, but nothing was seen of him. It was not
,,lyes. I seems that Rattler got here ahead o:t
very long befo1ie Hop and the hunter returned us, and that he has succeeded in making himself
with the venison and the skin. Then the journey friendly with the redskins. The three he met are
was resumed. That night they found a camping taking him to their village now. But come on.
place that was almost as good as the one they I reckon we will go a little closer, and then we can
had occupied the night before. It seemed that look around for a good place to pitch our camp.
the half-breed was no longet following them, or if We want to find a spot where we can stand a
he was, he made it a point not to get too close siege, if it should be necessary. It is most likely
to them, for the night passed in silence. The the Comanches will try to <hive us away or pernext morning they continued their journey. When haps kill us. If it happens that Rattler's grandthey had been riding along a very rough part of father really was a member of the tribe, and he
the mountainside for about an hour they sud- can satisfy them _a bout it, -h e will most likely have
lenly came upon the fresh hoof-prints of a more or less influence with them. Of course he
horse.
wants revenge upon me, and that means that he
"Ah!" exclaimed Young Wild West, as he would incite the Comanches against us, if he
brought his s:orrel stallion to a halt. "T wont'I.,,. couln cln ''"' "
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"That's a sure thing," Jim Dart spoke up.
"I'm goin' ter cut his life short the first time I
set eyes on him!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie,
his eyes flashing.
"You want to go a little careful, Charlie," Wild
advised. "Since he is on friendly terms with the
Comanches, maybe it would be best for us not ~o
shoot him, unless there is some good cause for 1t.
By doing so it would only incite the redskins
against us, and then we might have a hot time
of it, even if they have no firearms."
They all agreed to this, for it seemed that Wild
always said the right thing at the right time.
They rode on until they reached the spot where
Wild had seen the half-breed and the Indians talking to.gether, and then they came to a halt. Our
he1·0 dismounted and quickly climbed to the top
of a big rock, so he might look around and find
out where the village was, if it happened to be
near at hand. But he could see nothing of it, nor
could the half-breed or the three Indians be seen
anywhere. A broken slope that ran for half a
mile arid was covered with pines, firs, stunted
oaks .\nd cedars, not to spe_ak of bushes of all
kinds common to that region, lay before his gaze.
"I reckon the village must be the other side of
the top of the rise over there," he thought, and
then after taking another good look and seeing
nothing, he went back and joined his waiting
companions.
"I reckon we might as well go on a little further then," said the scout, when the boy had made
his report. "But it ain't morn'n half a mile to
ther top .. of ther ridge, anyhow. Them three Injuns might have been takin' a hunt around for
some game, or somethin' like that, when they met
ther half-breed galoot."
·Our hero nodded, for what the scout said struck
him as being . right. Then they rode on up the
slope, picking their way along where the traveling was best. The ground was hard and stony,
and there were no traces of the trail that had
been taken by Rattler and the Indians. But just
as they neared the top of the ridge they came
upon a spot where the soil was soft and yielding,
and then they saw not only the hoof-pri11ts of
Rattler's horse, but the prints of moc·c asined feet,
as well. Our hero called a halt, and then all
hands dismounted. They all felt that they were
close to the Indian village now, and that they
must be very cautious. Wild quickly started forward, followed closely by the scout. Then Arietta, anxious to see what lay below, huniedly
joined them. As they peered between a break
among the Tocks they caught sight of a very
beautiful scene. It was nothing more or less than
the picturesque village of the Comanche tribe.
The village itself lay close at the foot of the steep
descent they were looking down upon, and it consisted of tepees made of skins and several rude
log shanties.
"That's what I call a pretty nice sort of a
place," said Young Wild West, after a rather
lengthy interval of silence. "Seems strange to me .
that the white man has not come here long· befoi-e
this and taken possession of that valley. I have
an idea that almost anything would grow there."
The boy quickly assisted his sweetheart to
mount her horse, and then he gracefully swung
himself into the saddle. Then, with Arietta at
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his side, he rode alo.p.g at the head of the column, taking care ·to keep far enough away from
the top of the ridge to escape,. beipg seen by anyone below. In this way they rode along for per- ·
haps a quarter of a mile, and then just as the
sound of rushing water came to their ears they
came in sight of a little glen. The glen was
nearly in the form of a triangle, and was _a mply
large enough -for our friends to pitch their camp
and have room for their horses to feed upon the
luxuriant grass that grew along the banks of the
little brook. Wild saw that it would be impossible
for them to be attacked very well, since the face
-of the cliff projected out away toward the top.
This would make it impossible for anyone to even
look upon them from the top. There were but two
ways to get into the hollow, too; one was by the
way they were approaching it, and the other was
through the break in the ridge where the brook
flowed on down to the low ground below. Even
if they should be attacked from both points at
one time there ·were so many rocks and massive
boulders scattered about that they could keep
themselves shielded from bullets, much less arrows and spears, such as the hunter declared the
Comanches were armed with.
"I reckon this will do nicely," said Wild, as he
rode down the sharp descent, and dismounted.
"Hurry up, you two heathen! Just unload the
pack-horses and get the camp in shape. We don't
know just how long we are going to stop here,
so I reckon it will be a good idea to move some
of these i-ocks and make a little barricade. We've
got water here ~nd fodder for the hoi-ses, so I
reckon we can stay a week, if it becomes necessary. Since we have found the Comanche village I
mean to learn all about it before we go away from
here."
They were all soon busy at putting the camp
in shape, and under the direction of our hero a
few of the big stones that could be rolled over
were soon moved so they would form a semicircle at the front of the camping place .. While
this was being done Wild did not forget to keep a
watch for the appearance of the Indians or the
half-breed. Either he or Charlie or Jim were onthe lookout all the tim·e. But no one showed up to
bother them, and at length the task was completed. It was noon by this time, and as they
were all very hungry Wild instructed Wing to
go ahead and start a fire:-- The cook went about
his business just as though there was nothing
like danger anywhere near them. But he was
so used to it, and had so much confide11ce in Young
Wild West and his friends, that whenever he was
told to go ahead and prepare a meal he went at
it in the usual way. While the dinner was being
cooked Wild and Arietta followed the brook
through the split in the ridge and soon reached a
point from which they could look down into the
val\er. They could see the Comanches quite
plamly. There were men, women and children,
and no end of dogs to be -seen. But as far a3
their range of vision went not a horse was in
sight.
"Can it be that they haven't any horses, Et?"
our hero asked, as he looked at his fair companion.
"Probably they haven't anr, Wild," Arietta
retorted. "That ma~· be one reason for their stay-
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ing here in seclusion. I see some cows over the1·e, Young Wild West was being dragged swiftly to
the right!
though."
"Look out, Et," he shouted at the top of his
"Oh, yes, they have plenty of cows. I noticed
them when I just looked into the valley. There voice. "I reckon they have got me."
are about a hundred of them, I should say. Prob"Yell all ·yer want ter, Young Wild West," a
ably they have oxen, too, and use them to plow voice near at hand called out. "But -it won't do
the ground to cultivate. But that certainly is a yer no good. Ther Comanches have got yer.
very primitive looking village, Et. It don't look You're goin' ter be burned at ther stake. Ha,
so barbarous, after 'a ll."
.
ha, ha!"
"That's right, Wild. It really looks like a very
Wild heard the voice and recognized it promptpeaceful place, indeed."
ly as that of Rattler, the half-breed. He made a
"Well, I have an idea that the Comanches are desperate struggle to free himself, but before he
not very warlike, so I reckon we need not be wor- threw the 1·ope free from his· arms two pairs of
ried about that part of it. If it were not for that hands seized him and held him firmly to the
half-breed I would go -right on down there and pay ground. The pla~e
he had been dragged to was
the redskins a friendly visit."
almost level, and when he found four 01· five l'edAs Wild said this he stepped over to the edge skins and the half-breed standing over him he
of a steep descent, so he might get a look _at knew it was no u se to struggle any fm-ther.
something that lay around an angle of the cliff.
"You have got me all right, you sneaking coyArietta was about to follow him when she saw the
rock he was standing upon slip over and cause ote," he an swered, coolly. "But it was only
the boy to lose his balance. Wild uttered a sharp through an acciderit that you caught me. You
cry of -alarm, and then went shooting down the · couldn't have clone it of your own accord, I
·
descent, followed py a mass of looosened earth reckon."
"Never mind how we got yer, Young Wild
and stones.
West,'' the half-breed answered, his black eyes
sparkling with joy. "I got these Injuns to...-CQ-me
up here for ther very purpose of getting you, an'
CHAPTER VI.-You-ng Wild West Caught by if it was an accident it is all ther better for us."
Comanches.
Then the villain said something in the Comanche tongue to his companions, and the result
Wild went tumbling down the steep descent be- was that Wild was quickly bound so he could not
fore he had a chance to catch himself. He had use his hands, while his revolvers and knife were
not taken notice that the stone he stepped upon quickly taken from him. His captors did not linwas loose, and hence it turned over without ger there; taking their prisoner they hurried
warning. But fortunately for him, it did not top- along a fow yards, and then found a place whel'e
ple and go down after the boy. With his weight they could go do wn into the valley belcw. It was
off, it droppped back into its former place. Our quite a gentle descent, and was almost entirely
hero turned several imprpmptu somersaults and covered by scrub oak and bushes. Wild knew
slid many feet before he could stop his descent very well that his companions could not see him,
any; but even then he could not keep himself from even before they reached the cover of the trees
going down. It was just about steep enough to and bushes. But since they knew what had happrevent him from doing that, and there was abso- pe_ned to him he felt that it was all right, anyhow ..
lutely nothing that he could catch hold of. The Between Charlie, Jim and Arietta, a way would
result was that the young deadshot went on down be found to rescue him, he had no doubt. It was
for fully two hundred feet, and then he managed evident that the Comanches and the half-breed
to ciutch a bush and stop himself at the very , feared an attempt to rescue the boy would be
brink of a precipice. The boy's wonderful cool- made at once, for they ran on down the descent
ness had not deserted him, even while he was tak- as fa st as they could go, forcing Wild to run along
ing that fierce slide, and he now looked up whe1·e with them, by keeping him in an upright position,
he had left his sweetheart without any warning. and pushing him along. Rattler had a revolver
There she stood, waving to him, for she no doubt in his hand, too, and every time our hero tried to
feared to shout, lest she might attract the atten- slacken his pace he leaned forward and pressed
tion of the Indians in the valley. Wild had lost the muzzle of the weapon against the back of his
his hat, of course, so he waved his hands in an- head. On they went, never stopping until the botswer, and quickly let Arietta know he was all tom of the descent was reached. Then it was that
right. Then he set about to find a way to get up the Comanches waved their tomahawks over their
to her. But he quickly saw that there was no heads and let out a yell that echoed through the
chance for him to climb up that way. He must valley. Wild kcnew that this was done for a
go around one way or the other.
double purpose. The redskins were giving vent
"I reckon I'll go along to the right," he thought. to a feeling of triumph over his capture, and at
"If I find I can't do it that way I'll come back the same time were. calling others to the spot. It
and try the left. But I won't be Jong ii, getting was not long before a dozen or more were seen
up there. If I can't do it no other way I reckon coming that way. It was evident that they knew
Et can get· three lariats and tie them together. what they might expect, for the moment they saw
Then I'll--"
the captive white boy they brandished the spears
A sudden interruption came. Thei-e was a they had with them and shouted in triumph. The
whizzing sound and then the loop of a rope Indians now sta1·ted to hold a consultation, and he
dropped o·v er his head, and a quick jerk pinned caught enough from what they said to make him
the boy's arms ,to his sides. The next instant think th-at they really meant to burn him at the
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. stake -as a sacrifice, for they seemed to _be of a
tribe that had a peculiar sort of 1·eligion. The
1'esult was that a few minutes later they turned
toward the village, marching their p1:isoner along
proudly. Mongrel dogs barked and growled as
the little procession went by. Young Wild West
took in all that lay within reach of his eyes, and
when ·he saw that-none of the Indians possessed
anything nke a firearm, he realized that what the
old hunter had told was strictly true.
One of the log shanties was rathe1: larger than
:any of the rest and upon the top of it a pole was
nailed, to which flaunted a bright colored banner.
That this was the place where the chief of the
tribe lived, Wild had no doubt. It was easy for
him to guess that, for he knew so much about the
ma:nners and customs of the Indians, that it was
as plain as an open book to him. The Comanches
paused before the shanty, and then Wild was
faced toward the door, which was closed. There
was a short silence, and then two Indian boys
eame- upon either side of the shanty and began
beating upon the rude drums they carried. At
this the inhabitants of the village, who had gathered there in a hurry, began shifting their feet
and moving their bodies in time to the r~de music
of the drums. Presenty they began jumping up
and down, and then ensued something like a wardance. This lasted for perhaps five minutes, and
then suddenly the door of the shanty opened, and
out stepped the chief of the tribe, attired in a
costume that was as gorgeous as it was barbarous.
Trousers that were made of bea1·skin adorned
his lower extremities, and from about his neck
hung long strings made up of the teeth and claws
of animals. Wild stood before him, cool and fearless, his long hair hanging over his shoulders and
giving him the aspect of one who is not afraid
of anything. The dancing and drums had ceased
the moment the chief apppeared, and after looking
at the prisoner for the space of a full minute, he
gave a nod, as though he meant to greet the boy.
Wild quickly returned it and then said: .
"How are you, chief? I'm sorry I couldn't
come before you in better shape; but you see I
didn't ha_ve my own way aboot it."
"Ugh!" came the 1·esponse, in a guttural voice.
~
"The paleface boy heap much brave."
"Ob," and Wild gave a nod of satisfaction. "I
see you can talk the ·language of the palefaces,
eh? Well, I'm mighty glad to know that. What
is your name, chief?"
"Me Big Ox; me heap much big chief," was the
reply, in a tone of voice that showed the pride
the.Indian felt in saying it.
"Well, Big Ox, I reckon you had better let me
go. I didn't come here of my own free will, you
see. I was back on the hill over there, looking
down this way. A big stone turned over with me
and I came rolling down. I got loose in time to
keep from falling over a precipice, and then as I
\\·as trying to find a way to get back agai~, the
lrnlf-breed scoundrel you have here, and some of
your bi-aves, caught me with a rope. If I came
here to interfern with you of my own free will
it would b~ different. I reckon you don't want anJ;
trouble with the palefaces, so that the soldiers
will come here after you, do you?"
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The chief scowled at this, and then shakin:; Ms
head, quickly answered:
"Big Ox no 'fraid of paleface soldiers. They no
come here. The Comanches he1·e all bear charmed
lives. The palefaces can no hurt them with their
guns. The Manitou of Fire is over Big Ox and
his tribe. The palefaces can no harm them, and
the Indians who no live here can no harm them.
Big Ox and his tribe are the greatest of all who
live."
"Well, I'm mighty glad to hear that," said Wild,
in his cool and easy way. "Maybe you really
think that, but I am afraid you will find you are
mistaken, if you go too far. If you do harm me
it won't be very long before you and your braves
will be cleaned out, and you won't have any village
left here. You can believe- that scoundrel of a
half-b1·eed, you have here, if you like; but I want
you to know that he is no good. It may be that
he is a distant relative of yours, but that don't
say that he is as good as you are. Anyhow, he is
half paleface."
"Shet up, there, Young Wild West!" called out
~attler, sharply. "You stop runnin' me down, 01·
something will happen ter yer afore vou're ready
·
for it."
Then it was that the chief turned sharply to
him and called out something in his own tongue.
Wild understood what it meant, and he could 11oz
help smiling when he saw how quickly the halfbreed stepped back. The chief had told him to
mind his own business. But he decided to say
nothing further just then, for he guessed that
what he had said about the opinion the chief had
of the villain was right.
"How many come with you, paleface boy?"
Big Ox asked, as he fixed his eyes upon the face
of the prisoner.
There are nine of us, chief," was the reply.
"Two are maidens, one is a young woman, two
are men; there is another boy like myself, and tv.·o
Chinamen .. I am Young Wild West, and I take
great pleasure in riding all around through the
wildest parts of the country, looking up excitement. But I never yet have interfered with anyone unless they first interfered with me, or they
were fighting against the palefaces. I can easily
see that you and your people are a peaceful iot.
You don't want to make war on the palefaces, nor
do you want to make war on anyone. You just
want to be left alone here in your pleasant little
valley, so you can go ahead and live as your forefathers did. I can easily tell that, for what I see
makes it plain to me. I want vou to know that I
did not come here to do har·m to any of you.
One of the men in my party was here not long
ago, and when he told me about the great chief
and his braves and people who lived here, I wanted to come and see them. I meant to 0'0 awav
again and not retum. No harm was intended Yoti
But the half-breed scoundrel has told you ·lie~
a pri.sabout me, and now you want to keep
oner. I reckon you had better change your mind
'
·
Big Ox, and le me go."
The chief shook his head in the negative. He
was very decisive about it, too, and when he told
the b~·ave_s who \\·ere standing close to him to go
and tie him to a post that stood a short distan~
away before three or four tepees, Wil<l kne1>-4 ~
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"You go ahead, Charlie, and we will wait here,"
Dart suggested, quickly.
"All right," was the reply, and then Cheyenne
Charlie hurried back· through the narrow cleft,
and reaching the iop of the ridge. again made his
way along in the direction he thought the young
deadshot had probably taken. In a very few minutes the scout came to a point from which he
could look down the valley, and as he did this he
gave a start. It happened that his eyes fell upon
Wild and his captors, as they we{e leaving the
trees and underbrush. They were so far below
him that it was folly to think of shooting those.
who had the boy a captive; but, anyhow, Charlie
did not have his rifle with him. He stood watching the boy as he was hurried along for the space
of a minute or two, and then he was satisfied that
the best thing to do was to go to the camp and
get Jim Dart to accompany -h im down into the
valley and try to rescue their dashing young
leader. Jim and Arietta had not returned when
he got to the camp, so he told Hop to go and
tell them to come back as quickly as poss:ble.
Then he related what he had seen. Both the .old
hunter and Anna and Eloise were dismayed when
they learned that Wild had been made a captive
CHAPTER VIL-Charlie, Jim and Hop Go to the by the Indians of the valley.
Rescue.
"That's mighty bad, I reckon," declared Texas
Jake, shaking his head. "Yer say that half-breed
A1·ieta quickly recqvered from her fear and ex- was with 'em, eh?"
citement when she saw that her dashing young
"Yes, I s~en that galoot," Charlie answered.
Jover had not been killed. When she saw him- "You kin bet your life he's responsible for it all.
standing upon his feet and waving to her she ut- It's too bad Wild had to go an' slip an' tumble
tered cry of joy, and then as he turned to work down there. He never would have got him if it
his way along in search of a place .to climb to the hadn't been for that, I reckon. Anyhow, they
top of the ridge, she started back for the camp must have took him by s·Ul'prise, or they couldn't
to notify those there of what had happened. It have made him a prisoner without some of 'em
was over a hundred yards the two had covered goin' under. Wild ain't ther sort of feller to be
in making their way through the long cleft, so ketched any kind of fashion, yer know."
neither her cry, or that which Wild uttered whe_n
·"I reckon not," and the
hunter nodded.
ihe found himself going down the steep descent: "But what are you goin' to doold
about it, Charlie?"
had been heard.
"I'm goin' to git Jim to go with me down there
"What's the matter, Arietta?" asked Jim Dart, 1·ight away," was the reply. "I reckon we kin find
as the girl came hurrying to the camp.
a way to git there without bein' seen by them
He could see that there was something wrong redskins. Of course it won't do to go to shootin'
by the way the girl acted.
into 'em. We've got to go at it careful like. It's
"Wild came near losing his life," sbe answered, got to be done by strategy, as yer call it. But
quickly. "I guess we need some ropes. ;He fell leave that to me an' Jim. We've done sich things
down the steep hill. A big stone turned over with afore. We'll jest git down there into that valley,
him as he stepped upuon it."
an' then we'll sneak up to ther village. Once
"Are you sure he didn't git hurt, Arietta?" that's done I reckon we'll have to find some way
the scout asked, quickly.
to git Wild away from ther Comanches."
"Not much," replied the girl. "I saw him get
Just then Arietta and Hop came hurrying to the
upon his feet, and he waved his hands to me to let camp. Jim Dart was not far behind them. When
me know that he was all right. He didn't want Jim and the girl heard that Wild had been capto shout because he might be heard by someone tured their faces turned pale. Charile quickly
in the valley, I suppose."
told them all he had seen, and then spoke of his
"Oh," and the scout breathed a sigh of relief.
plan, which was to go down into the valley as' he
The giTl then related just how it had happened, had alreacfy stated. Of course Jim was willing to
and then followed by Charlie and Jim, each car- do this. He was always ready to do anything to
rying a _lariat, she led the way to the spot our help the boy he was proud to call his leader.
hero had taken his impromptu drop from. As
"We won't lose a minute, Charlie," as he quickly
they peered downward they could of course see tightened his belt and looked at his weapons.
nothing of the dashing young deadshot, or those "Come on.'.'
·
who had captured him.
"All right, Jim," the scout retorted. "l 1·eckon
. '!He went along to the, right," said the girl, we'll git Wild, all right. Arietta, you an' ther
pointing the way. "I suppose he is looking for a rest had better stay here till we come back."
place to climb up here."
"I will," was the reply, "unless I think you're
"Well, I reckon we had better go back, an' then staying too long."
go on up that way," the scout retorted,
Both knew what the girl meant by-this. If she
it was u seless to do any further arguing just then.
He gave a nod, as though he abided by t~e d~c_ision and a few minutes later he was tied m a
sta~ding position to the post. Then the chief
waved his .hand to those who had gathered about
hi s shanty, and the result was that the crowd dispersed. He stalked inside the rnde structure,
leaving the half-breed standing alone, his face a
si-udy, for it was evident that Rattler was not
quite satisfied with the way things had turned
out. Meanwhile Young Wild West was left to his
own meditations. He was tied securely to the
stake, and without assistance, he could not hope
to get free. But he knew that his partne1·s would
find a way, so he remained cool and watched what
was taking place around him. The little children
of the Comanches eyed him in an awesome way
and the dogs came and sniffed at him. Pretty
soon a number of the oldest squaws in the Indian
village formed themselves in a line and began
walking around the boy, who had been tied to the
stake under sentence of .death.
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"A putty nice climate down here, I reckon,"
got it in her head to follow them and try to re_scue Wild of her own acco1;d, she woud suTely do it. observed the scout, as he looked around ' and saw
Arietta was one of the brave, determined sort, how· everything was growing in such luxuriant
and an exception to her sex. She could do things fashion. "Nobody would have ever believed there
that many veteran scouts could not accomplish. was sich a place as this here among these mounAs Charlie and Jim started off Hop, who had been tains."
Jim Dart nodded to this, but safd nothing.
busy · taking something from his saddle-bags,
, "Well, come on," went on the scout. "Wild
started after them.
said we was not to shoot any of ther Comanches
"Me- go, too, so be," he called out.
"All Tight, heathen," the scout answered. '\l unless we had to, so I s'pose we'll have to feller
forgot about you. I reckon you can be of some out what he said."
"Certainy," Da-r t retorted. "Don't fire a shot
help. Maybe you kin do something to hold ther
attention of ther Comanches while we're gittin' unless it is absolutely necessary. That's Wild's
Wild away from 'em. Be sure you have got some orders, and they must be carried out. I reckon we
can manage to rescue him without killing any of
of your fireworks with yer."
"Me gottee allee light, Misler Charlie," Hop the Indians. Of course if that half-breed takes
retorted. "Me velly smartee Chinee. Me help~e ~o.o strong a hand in the game he wi}l get his medgittee Misler Wild flee allee samee velly muchee 1cme. But none of the Comanches must be shot
unless they start in to try and kill us."
quickee."
The scout nodded to this, and then Hop spoke
The Chinaman soon overtook them, and then
they worked their way along under c~ver of the up:
"Lat light. We no shootee um ledskins with
bushes until they found a sort of trail that ran
down into the valley. · It was here that the half- um guns, so be. Me makee bigee fireclacker
breed had gone with the Indians he met, for they shootee, and lat be allee light."
"Well, don't yer go to doin' that until we git
soon found the prints of his horse's hoofs, as well
as the footprints of the Comanches. It happened ready for it," Charlie advised, shaking his finger
that there was a fringe of bushes at one side of at him.
this trail, while on the other rocks piled them"Me undelstand, Misler Charlie," Hop quickly
answered. "Me no foolee; me velly smartee Chiselves in fantastic shapes.
"I reckon it ain't goin' ter be such hard work nee, so be."
to git down here without bein' seen," observed
Jim knew very well that he did understand
the scout, shaking his-head with satisfaction.
perfectly, so he had nothing to say. Hop had
"That's right, Charlie," Dart answered. "We been too long traveling about the country with
will be all right until we get down there, anyhow. them for him not to know what should be done,
Then we will have to be a . little careful, since and when it was time to do it. They soon came
tbere is a long, level stretch of land between the to the end of the patch of woods, and then as they
looked over a level plain the village of the Copatch of timber down them and the village."
"We makee outee a11ee light," spoke up Hop, in manches showed up nearly a mile away. Really
a voice that betokened great confidence. "We it looked no closer to them now than it had from
velly soon findee outee where Misler Wild is, so the top of the ridge.
be."
.
"Well," said Dart as he took in the situation at
"I reckon we know about where he ii:! now, a glance, "I reckon it won't do for us to go
Hop," the scout retorted. "The galoots was head- straight for that place over there. We must cut
in' straight for that village with him when I seen off to the left and get to the . other side of those
him last. It's most likely there's where they've trees over there. As you say, that grove runs
took him."
directly to the lower side of the village. We will
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. We go to um have to walk a mile or two in 01·der to do this;
village, too, len."
but that's all right. I am cop.fident that no harm
- "Of course we will. There ain't no use in you has been done Wild, even though he was taken a
sayin' that. That's what I said a little while ago, prisoner.
·
didn't I?"
"That's right, Jim," and the scout nodded to
"Lat light, Mister Charlie," and the Chinaman indicate that he was satisfied to do just as the
smiled blandly.
boy suggested. They sta1ted off to the left, makIt seemed that Hop liked to tantalize the scout ing their way carefully along. Every few yards
every time he got a chance, and that was why he they were forced to drop to the ground and crawl,
was talking in that strain. They might have kept so they might not be observed by anyone who
the conversation going further, if Jim had not might be looking that way from the village. In
advised them to shut up.
this manner they continued until finally they got
"We want to be very careful, since we don't across the open space and reached the big grove
know but that there might be some of the red- that lay on the other side. Once. there thev could
skins spying around here," he added.
proceed with less caution, and they hurried along
This had the effect of silencing the scout and at a trot now. Hop brought up the rear. for he
Hop, and then all three picked their way carefuJly ~ d ~ h ~ u ~ t u ~ ~ ~ d W a ~
down the rather steep descent. But it was not so two partners, though he had pretty good wind.
steep that horses could not go up and down, so On they went, and soon the barking of the dog,;
it was easy for them to proceed on foot. Care- of the Indian village sounded so close to them
fully they worked theil' way to the bottom, and
that they knew they had but a short distance furfifteen minutes after they left the camp they
ther· to go. Two minutes later thev were near
were down into the valley.
the edg-e of the grove of trees, and then they
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~aw they were right up~n the village. T~ey became very cautious now, and working their way
along they soon reached a point from which they
could' see about all the1·e was to be seen in the
Comanche village. I was just about this time
that the older of the squaws formed into a line
and began marching about the stake to which our
hero was tied.
"The squaws is havin' a littl~ p31rade 3:ll by
themselves, I reckon," said Charlie, i~ a wh~sper.
"They're doin' that to try an' worry Wild, I s pose.
But I reckon they ain't worryin' him much. He
ain't ther kind what gits worried. He's al~ays
as cool as an icicile, no matter how hot thmgs
is around him."
Jim nodded to this, for he knew very well that
every word of it was right. The braves ~nd
bucks of the village did not appepar to be paying
much attention to their white prisoner just then,
and the sq.uaws were having it all to themselves.
"Say, Jim," said Charlie, suddenly. "I reckon
if you could manage to sneak into one of them
tepees an' git a blanket an' some of ther clothes
of one of them squaws you could sorter j'in in
with that procession for a minute or two, an' cut
Wild loose. What do yer think about it?"
"A good idea, Charlie," was the quick reply.
"The squaws don't seem to be paying much attention to anything but themselves. They're not
even interfering with Wild. I had an idea that
they meant to poke him with sharp sticks and try
to torturi:i him."
It was just then that a squaw who was so old
and wrinkled that she might have been a hundred,
came from one of the -rude shanties near the tepees, and began pounding upon the one-headed
drum she carried. Those marching around in a
circle promptly quickened their pace, and as she
joined in the column, they all began singing a
weird sort of chant.
"That means that Wild has been condemned to
die, I reckon," said the scout, shrugging his shoulders. "I've heard how ther Comanches used ter
do in old times when they had a prisoner what
was to be burned at ther stake. They're sorter
holdin' his funeral ceremony afore he's dead.
Well, that's all right. I'd rather see 'em do it
afore he's dead, It's a whole lot better for us, an'
for Wild, too, I reckon."
Jim gave a nod, and then without a word he
started to creep toward the nearest of the tepees.
Fortunately it was close to the fringe of trees
and underg1·owth. It really seemed to be a part
ef the valley that was not used for anything more
than hunting game where our friends had come,
and finding a narrow path that led between the
trees and through the dense bushes, Jim worked
his way along swiftly. The circular procession
continued, and while the chant was going on at
its height, the boy took the chance of leaving the
bushes, and then lying almost upon his stomach
he wiggled along toward the tepee. Two minutes
later he had reached it, and quickly cutting a slit
with his knife in the skin, he peered through. The
t,,epee was empty. With a muttered exclamatiqn
of satisfaction, Jim Dart crept into the tepee.
"I reckon I stand a pretty good chance of doing
it," he muttered, under his breath. "Here's just
what I want to disguise myself with."
Sure enough, there were blankets and clothing
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such as we1·e worn by the squaws of the village
inside the little place. Jim lost no time in taking
what he wanted, and then he ca1·efully crept out
through the opening he had made in the back of
the tepee. It was just at that moment that the
beating of the drum and the singing of the squaws
came to a stop. The boy could not see what ·was
going on, so after waiting a few seconds, he
moved around the tepee a little and then saw the
chief of the tribe walking toward the assembled
squaws. It was no time for him to act now, so
he crouched down and watched and waited. The
chief was still attired iin his finery, and after
walking up and down a few times, he spoke a
word that caused the squaws to line up before
him. Then he began talking to them in his own
language, and with a nod of satisfaction, Jim
muttered:
·
,
"Now then, I reckon I'll see what I can do. It
is going to be quite a risk, but that ma:kes no
difference. Wild has got to be rescued."
The boy arnse to his feet, and with the blanket
wrapped about him, so as to hide his face a,; much
as possible, he stepped a1·ouml toward the gtake to
which our hero was tied.

CHAPTJl]R VIII.-Two Attempts to Rescue Our
Hero Fail.
It was certainly a daring thing that Jim Dart
proposed to do, but he was not the least bit
afraid. If he failed he made up his mind to take
the consequences, that was all. It was not the
first time he had set himself to doing a dangerous
and risky thing. He heard the chief talking away
at a great rate, and he understood enough of the
Comanche language to understand that he was
telling the squaws that the paleface boy was to
be offered as a sacrifice to Manitou Fire, which
was the god the tribe seemed to worship.
"Fire worshippers, eh?" thought Jim. "I didn't
know there were any of ,t hem among the Comanches. But there is nothing strange about it,
I suppose. I'll bet that Texas Jake is mistaken
in his idea that the 1·edskins here have lived her
for generations. They are probably nothing more
than a crowd of fanatics, who have come here because the rest of their race they mingled with did
not believe as they do. But I reckon that Wild
will not be offered as a sacrifice to the Fire God,
just the same. If I don't set him free inside of
five minutes I'll miss my guess, that's all."
Big Ox, the Comanche chief, grew eloquent as
he talked to the old squaws, and all seemed to be
listening to him intently. Wrapped in the blanket, Jim Dart moved slowly a1·ound into full view
of the chief, and then he started forward, as
though he meant to join the throng. No one
seemed to pay any attention to him, so he slowly
moved toward the stake to which our he1·0 was
tied. He reached out and was just aoout to puii a
knife from under the blanket to sever the bonds,
when a brave, who was standing behind one of
the teepees and out of sight of Jim, suddenly leaped forward and flung the boy to the ground. He
uttered a shout as he did this, and becoming entangled in the blanket Dart could not pull his gun.
The result was that in less than ten seconds he
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was in the power of the Comanches. Wild turned
and saw who it was as the blanket was torn fr.om
the struggling boy, and he could not help ~eelmg
a little discouraged. He knew that a clarmg_ attempt to rescue him had bee~ made. It had fail_ed,
too, · and that meant that hi s chances of gettm.g
away were growing Jess . But Cheyenne Charlie
was still somewhere about, he had no doubt, and
if he could not succeed, Arietta, or perh._aps Hop,
might. Of course, he only had the four Just mentioned to depend upon.
"Take it easy, Jim," he called .o ~t. "They'v,e
got you, and that is all th_ere is t~ it.. But don t
have any idea they are gomg to kill either ?f us.
Big Ox the great chief of the Comanches, is not
that so~·t of a fellow. I reckon he is simply trying to scare me. a little, and when he gets through
he will let us both go. I am glad to know that
vou made such a good try to set me free, however. It's all right. Just keep cool." . .
The boy spoke in a loud tone of v01c~, and the
chief as well as the rest of those standmg abo~t,
heard and understood him. Jim was q1;1ickly disarmed and lifted upon his feet. But mstead of
tying· him to the stake wi~h Young Wild _West;
the chief gave orders for him to. be placed _m the
log shanty he made his headquarter~. ~his was
somewhat surprising to both boys, srnce 1t would
seem that they would be placed together, and offered up as a double ~crifice !o tl:e Manitou _of
Fire as the Indians called then· Fire God. Jim
sub~itted quietly, and he was Soon bound hand
and foot and thrust into a dark corner of a little
1·oom at one end of the log structure. Not only
- this was done but the chief gave orders that a
search should be made about the outskirts of the
village.
,,
"There may be more of the palefaces about,
he said in his own language. "Go look for them."
But 'Charlie and Hop, having seen how Jim
fared took the precaution to hide themselves that
very ;noment. They did not run away from 0e
vicinity, however, as they k1;ew the y_would simply be sure of being caught. if they <ltd .. Inste_ad,
they crept right into the village and hid oeh:nd
the chief's quarters. The bushes were very high
in the rear of the log shanty, so they lay quietly
there until the search had been made and the Indians returned, declaring that there were no more
of the palefaces about. Neither of them had remained long enough on the watch to see what
had been done with Dart, and the y did not know
that the boy was in that very shanty. But they
did know that it was the dwelling place of the
chief, for the gorgeous banner that ,yas nailed to
it indicated that plainly. Another thmg, they had
seen him emerge from it while the squaws were
marching about Wild; in a circle. A s soon as they
thought the danger of their being discovered was
over Charlie took a notion to try and work his
way' inside· the shanty. He saw that one of the
logs was comparatively rotten and that it was
loose at one end. If he could succeed in removing
that a part of the way it would be easy to pull
another aside, and then crawl into the buiding.
With his knife he started picking away at the log_,
and seeing what he was up to, the Chinaman
joined in. The result wa;; that in a very few
minutes the log, which was about s ix fee1 in
length, was removed entirely, though the scout
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insisted on pushing back one end of it, so_ it might
be closed very quickly, if they had occ'.1-s1on to do
it. Then, as he started to try and dislodge the
one that was above it, a whispered voice suddenly
sounded upon his ears.
· "Hello, Charlie," were the w<1rd~ he heard.
The scout gave a start, for he instantly recog·nized the voice as belonging ta Jim Dart. Hop
heard it also and he gave a nod of delight, while
his yellow fa~e fairly glowed with pleasure. Cheyenne Charlie worked faster now. He felt that
some force unknown to him had made him think
of dislodging the log. Five minutes later he
rpulled the end of the next log from the corner and
forced it around a few feet. Then he dropped low
to the ground and thrust his head and shoulders
through the opening. There lay Jim in the oppo' site corner, bound hand and foot. _The moment he
saw the face of the scout Dart undertook to roll
toward him. But he was bound to make more or
less noise in doing this, so Charlie motioned with
his hand for him to keep still. It was mu·c h easier
for the scout to proceed in a noiseless manner
than for the helpless boy to roll that way. The
result was that Charlie quickly reached him and
severed the bonds.
"Git out through that hole," he whispered, a s
he pointed to the opening. "Hop is there."
Jim lost no time in obeying, but Charlie decided
to remain in the shanty a while. His curiosity
was aroused sufficiently to cause him to liave the
desire to look around the shanty before he left it.
He soon found that there were but two r-0oms to
the shanty, and that this one was simply a sort of
store-room, though a very small one, at that.
There was no window to it, b'.lt there was enough
light admitted through the chinks between the
logs. In the r.oom were several old barrels and
boxes, which contained articles that were mostly
rubish. The scout soon satisfied himself that
there was nothing there that was worth while
taking, so he tried the door that opened into the
other part of the shanty. But this was barred on
Jhe other side the chief having made sure that
Jim could not escape, even if he should happen to
get his hands free.
"All right," muttered the scout, nodding with
satisfaction. "I reckon when ther old galoot
comes to look for his other prisoner he won't find
him. Now then, we've got to find a way to git
Wild ,:free. It's gettin' along well in ther afternoon, an' I reckon we want ter git him afore
night comes on. Jest like a s not ther Comanches
wil_l take a notion to roast him after ther sun goes
down."
He made his way back to the opening, and dropping upon his stomach, crept outside. Jim and
Hop were there waiting for him.
"What are you going to do now, Charlie?" Jim
asked, in a low whisper.
·
·
"I don't jest know, Jim," was the reply. "But
I reckon we'd better put these two logs back in
ther place as well as we kin."
I did not take them long to do this, and then
the scout and Da1·t looked at each other in silence,
while Hop watched them intently. None of the
three knew just what to do. They all knew that
there was no possible chance of either of them
creeping up to where the young dead, hcf \\ a s
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tied to the stake. They would be discovered before they got half the distance, eve1~ though the
Indfans were not watching at the time. As we
have stated, the stake wa s located before three or
four of the tepees that were clustered together,
and though it was.not in sight of the door_ of the
chief's headquarters, it was but a shor~ distance
away-,perhaps thirty feet. They waited there
for fully ten minutes after Charlie came out of
t he Jog shanty, and then Hop looked at his two
companions, and said:
"Maybe me makee bigee timee on lat side with
urn fireclackers and when um ledskins comee over
lere to see whattee mattee is you gittee um chance
to cuttee Misler Wild flee, so be."
The eye!> of the scout brighten-eel when _he _heai:d
this while Jim Dart coul<j. not help thmkmg it
was' a very good plan. But the Chinaman would
be taking a big risk in doing it, he knew.
.
"They'll most lik~ly catch you, Hop," he said,
shakinlf his head. "If you draw them that way
they will be pretty sure to see you when you 1·un."
"Lat allee light," declared the Chinaman, the
vestige of a smile playing about his lips. "Me
see um horse um half-breed bling here, so be. Um
horses light over Jere, tied to um tlee. Me gettee
'lound Jere velly muchee quickee, and me havee
um horse allee light, and when me makee two,
thlee fire-clackers go bang! me allee samee lun to
um hoi-se a11d gettee on him back velly muchee
quickee. Me gettee 'way velly muchee bettee Ian
you."
"Well, if we can get Wild free I reckon we
won't be long in gittin' away," declared the scout,
shaking his head, and looking very determined.
"We kin all run a·b out as fast as them redskins,
I reckon. If that half-breed galoot starts ter
foller us he's goin' ter git a bullet from me."
"La light, Misler Charlie. Nowlen, you waitee
till me gittee 'lound le1·e by lat big tlee."
Hop pointed out the tree he 1·eferred to, and
when Jim gave his consent to the plan he slipped
quietly away into the bushes. The Indians were
not vei·y active in the camp, since they had no
doubt come to the conclusion that there were no
more of the palefaces near at hand. The squaws
bad dispersed to their various tepees and shanties, and there were only probably a dozen braves
gathered in the near vicinity to Wild. Hop moved
o:lf, and was soon lost to view by Charlie and Jim.
Then, after what seemed to be a very long wait,
t hey caught sight of something moving near the
foot of a tree. The next minute a head was
slowly raised, and then they knew that the clever
Chinee was there.
" Now then, Jim, git ready for a rush," said the
scout, as he gripped the handle of his hunting
knife. "But-hold on a minute. I reckon you
had better stay right here and be ready to run.
I reckon I kin do it better without you. You ain't
got nothin' to shoot with in case it needs to be
done. You stand ready te·r run when you hear
Hop start off his fire-crackers. I'll do ther rest."
The words · were scarcely out of the scout's
mouth when a loud i-eport rang out. It was quickly followed by anothe,r , and then another. Instantly that portion of the Indian village was in a
commotion. The Comanches hastened for the
r,pot where t he smoke was rising, not knowing
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what had happened. Meanwhile Charlie was nmning as fast as he could around behind the tepees.
Just as he was withing a dozen feet of the stake
to which our hero was tied, his foot caught upon
the root of a tree and he fell flat upon his stom ach. Before he could get upon his feet 'a squaw
ran out of one of the tepees and fell upon him,
doing her best to hold him down, while she utte1·ed shrill cries for help. Exasperated at his
mishap, the scout flung aside the screami11g
squaw and got upon his feet. But some of the
Comanches had been closer by than he expected;
and the next instant he saw a dozen or more.rushing toward him with uplifted spears.
·
"Whoopee! Wow, dod, wow!" yelled the· scout,
for his fighting blood was now up. Then he drew
his revolvers.
"Hold on, Charlie!" called out Wild, from the
stake. "Don't shoot. Run for it."
.
"All right, Wild," was the quick reply, and then
upsetting the squaw, who was making another attack upon him, Charlie bounded away i;nto the
bushes.
CHAPTER IX.-irietta Sets Out to Rescue Wild.
Those at the camp upon t he i-idge waited patiently for the return of those who had set out to
liberate Young Wild West. When half an hour
passed by Arieta became uneasy. She went back
and forth through the cleft in the ridge several
times, and each time she was unable to see any.thing at the village that would indicate that a
success had been made by those who had started
for it. When she came back the last time she
nodded to Anna and Eloise an dexclaimed:
"I am going down there in the -valley. I'm
afraid Charlie and Jim, as well as Hop, have been
unable to do anything. But I will save Wild, if
no one else can."
"Don't go, Arietta," said the scout's wife, pleadingly. "You know very well that Charliftand Jim
· will do their level best. You will simply be running into more danger if you should go do\\n
there."
"I don't mind the danger," was the reply. "I
hardly ~hink these Indians would harm a gid,
They might make me a prisoner if they get the
chan-ce, -b ut I'll see to it that the'y don't have the
chance."
Eloise tried to dissuade her, too, but it was of
no use. Then Texas Jake shook his head .and
said: •
"You're makin' a mistake, gal. What show
would you have with a lot of Injuns? · They would
see yer afore yer could get anywheres near Wild.
You had better stay right here an' wait till them
what we~t to look for you comes back. Maybe
he'll come back with 'em. I sorter think that way,
anyhow."
"Well, I don't," was the rather curt reply of
the girl. "I have made u-p my mind to go down
there, and I am going. If I get into trouble it
will be my own fault."
·
Texas Jake shrugged his shoulders and said
no more. Picking up her r ifle, Arietta at once
set out. She took the same direction that the
scout, Jim and Hop had taken, and she was not
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long in striking the trail that Jed doW11 into the
valley. When the hunter declared th~t she wo~ld
stand little show in getting there without bemg
seen he made a mistake, for the girl was quite up
in· woodcraft and she ,vorked her way along as
cautiously a; an Indian scout might have done.
Before she was half way down she heard the
reports of the crackers Hop set off, and then she
knew that the Chinaman must be at wo1'k. A
·.hope sp;i·ung in her breast, for it _occurred to he~
that she might soon see her dashrng young lov~I
running toward her. wit1: the In<li~ns in . pursuit.
She g1'ipped her rifle tightly, which meant tlrnt
she would stand ready to use it if it ·beca1'!1e necessary. Then she proceeded on down th~ hill, dodging along behind the rocks, and creeprng close. to
the g1·ound when it was necessary. A few mmutes later she saw a hon,e andi ri<ler cominl at a
swift pa.ce less than a quarer of a mile distant.
It was Hop, as she could readily see. Then it :was
that the o-irl's face paled. It struck her right
away that"' the attempt to rescue Wild had failed,
and that probably Charlie and Jim had been
caught by the Comanches. Warting . bellinc~ a
clump of bushes sl1e watched the approachmg
Chinaman. As he drew near she steppped out
.. into view and threw up her hand.
"Hip hi!" called ou.t the Chinaman, exci!edly.
"Me allee samee gittee 'way velly muchee qmckee.
Plety sponee you see Misler · Wild and Misler
Charlie and Misler Jim come velly muchee fastee.
No more horses lere, so l'ey have lun on foot."
Hop really thought that bis plan had been carried out to perfection, for he had not taken the
time to see what had happened after he set off
the last of the crackers. Arietta's hope arose
again. She, too, thought it very likey that what
Hop said would soon be proved correct. Strange
to say, the Coman~hes had not given chase to the
Chinaman. It nught have been that when the
scout was discovered 'by the old squaw that they
had been attracted in that direction, and-had not
seen him take his departure with the horse. But
anyhow, he had got that far through the valley
without being pm:·sued.
"So there are no more horses in the village, eh,
Hop?" Arietta asked. "That means that the tribe
don't use horses. Well, that is what Wild said
was the case when we looked down upon it from
above. It's a good thing they have no horses,
perhaps, .fo1· that will make it all the better fo1·
us to get away when we get ready to.,leave."
"Lat light, Missee Alietta," answered the Chinaman, who had ke,p t a tight hold upon the rein_ of
the horse, so it could not get away from him.
The two ·waited for fully ten minutes, and then as
they saw no one coming it occurred to both of
them that something had gone wrong.
"Mavbe Misler Charlie and Misler Jim no gettee
Misler · Wild flee, so be," said Hop, shaking his
head. "Me no undelstand, Missee Alietta."
"I guess they made a failure of it, Hop," the
girl answered, shaking her head, sadly. ·
But the next minute her eyes flashed and she
b1·ightened up wonderfully.
"If they have made a failure of it, I will see
. what I can do," she declared.
"Allee light, Missee Alietta. Me helpee you
velly muchee, so be. l\Ie velly smartee Chinee.
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Me makee u .ledskins allee samee feelee velly
muchee sickee. Me gottee plenty more fireelackers."
"Well if you wapt to help me, Hop, just go
along with me. we will go around to the woods
over there, and then we won't ·b e seen. I'll get on
the horse with you."
Hop nodded, and promptly assi~ted her to
mount. Then he clambered up behmd her, 3:nd
they set out, taking a roundabout course, which
was about the same thaf had been followed by
\Vild's partners and the Chi11:aman .when they fi_rst
set out to try and rescue lum. It was a darmg
piece of work for the girl, but she never once
thought of the danger. Her heart was· set upon
rescuing her dashing young lover, and she was
ready to fight until it was accomplished, no matter what the odds were against her. When they
got a1·ound behind the strip of woods the horse
was put to a faste1· gait, and the result was that
they rapidly ne-a red the Indian village. Just as
Arietta decided that it was best to bring the
horse down to a walk, so the hoof-beats might
not be heard by the Indians, a man suddenly
sprang from the bushes, holding a leveled revol'\le1· in his hand. It was Rattler, the half-breed.
"A-ha!" he exclaimed, a fiendish smile showing
on his ugly face. 'I've been ,Yatching yer, gal.
So you have come right ·t er me, have yer? You
jest make one little cry an' I'll 'PUt a bullet
through you, even if I like yer a whole lot. Keep
your mouth shut, too, heathep. I feel jest in ther
humor to shoot yer full of holes, anyhow."
Tl;en the villain quickly seized the bridle rein
with his left hand, but did not turn, his revolver
away from the girl. Though taken completely by
surprise, Arietta quickly recovered herself and
made out that she was very much frightened.
Hop really was very much frightened, but he
quickly recovered, too, for the coolness the girl
displayed, though she was acting as though she
was in fear, nerved him for what might chance
to happen. Hop knew well the way Arietta did
business, and when she clid not try to shoot the
scoundrel he felt certain that she was simply trying to deceive him and thus gain time. This was·
just what the girl was trying to do.
"Don't shoot," she said, putting up her hand as
though to ward off a bullet. "Have pity on me,
please. I have come to save Young Wild West.
If there is the least spark of a man about you you
will help me."
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughecl' the half-breed. "You're
a mighty putty gal, I reckon. So yer want to
save}' oung Wild West's life, do you? Well, gal,
I'll tell yer how it kin be done. You jest give me
a nice kiss from theyV- ruby lips of yours an' I'll
see to it that ther boy is set free. How does that
strike you?"
"Lat velly goodee, so be," spoke up Hop, from
behind the girl.
·
"Nobody's askin' your opinion, heathen. You
shet up, No matter if Young Wild West does git
i;aved, I'm gain' to fill you full of holes. You
ain't gain' ter git away from liere alive, that's
sar-tin."
"Allee light, Misler Lattler;• mid the Chinaman, who was now bound to J..~p up his cool
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ness, for he felt somehow that Arietta was soon
going to give the villain the surprise of his life.
"I-I don't want you to kiss me, sir," Arietta
answered, as though she was trembling with
fear, though the fact was that she could hardly
keep from reaching over and knocking the weapon
from his hand.
That was what she meant to do, but he was
hardly near enougl'\ for the purpose. But what
she saict had the effect of giving her the chance,
for Rattler took a couple of steps closer to her..
" If I let you kiss me will you surely set Young
Wild West free?" she asked.
"I s-artinly will, gal," lied the scoundrel, his
eyes sparkiing- with a strange glitter.
At the same time he unconsciou sly lowered his
revolver, no doubt thinking that the girl had given
in. Then it was that he received a surprise. A
quick blow from tbe girl's left ,haJJd sent the
weapon from his grasp, and then swinging her
rifle around as hard as she could, she landed a
blo·.1· upon his bead that sent him staggering upon
the gro und. In a twinkling Arietta leaped from
the ho_r , e and dealt the villain a second blow,
which re ndered him unconscious.
"Lat pletty good, Missee Alietta," declared
Hop, as he slipped from the back of the horse
and lost no time in tying the man's hands.
"Me fixee 'him uppee allee samee velly muchee
quickee."
Then Hop gave the unconsciou s man a slap in
the face, and then pr oceeded to bind and gag him.
Arie tta watched him until he had fini shed hi s
task, and then she quietly tied the horse to a tree,
and said:
"No w ihen, Hop~ we will go on and save Wild."
CHAPTER X.-Ariettr.. Darin g Death.
Cheyenne Charlie ran for his life. But he did
not mean to be caught if he could possibl y preven t it. He did not run around to where he had
left J irn, for he.. really had not the time to do it.
He took to the woods, and the moment he reached
a tree that was easy to climb he at once swung
himself into the branches and went up like a cat.
One thing, the s cout had not dropped his r!fle
when he fell and the squaw perched upon hnn.
He had held fast to that, knowing that it might
be possible that he would have to use it before
long: Up the tree he went, taking the weapon
with him. lt ·so happened that the bushes were
so dense right at the edge of the collection of
huts and tepees that none of the Indians had seen
him climb the tree. But he knew if they continued the search very long they would be sure
to find him there. However, he was willing to
run the chances of being discovered. The dnly
one he had to fear was the halfbreed, who was
a1·med with a rifle and revolver. Charlie had
barely got himself snugly concealed near the top
of the tree, which was a closelimbed fir, when he
heard several of the redskins coming. He looked
down and soon was able to see their forms as they
ran about in search of the paleface who had failed
to re scue Young Wild W·est, None of them looked
up at the trees, and when Charlie saw this a grim
smile player! about his lips.
"I reckon t hev think i've gon4! right on," he
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muttered. "Well, that's all right. Let 'em think
that way. I'll git Wild yet, see if I don't."
For the next ten minutes the Indians continued
to make a search of the w-0ods, and then Charlie
saw them coming back to the village.
"One thing about them red galoots, they don't
go very far when a feller gits away, anyhow," he
thought. "Why, it would be mighty easy ter git
away from 'em, even if a feller kept right on
runnin'. All he would have to do would be ter
keep far enough ahead so them arrows couldn't
reach him. I reckon I kin run as fast as any
Comanche in that crowd, anyhow. But this tree is
good enough a place for me jest now. I'll wait till
things sorter git quieted down, an' then I'll git
down to ther ground an' look around for Jim.
I reckon ther heathen must have got away all
'
right, •cause I ain't heard nothin' of him."
Five minues later not an Indian could be seen
by the scout, though he could hear the sounds of
their voices in the vjl]age. Just as he was thinking .of descendiJ:g the tree he he,a rd footstep s
commg close tp it. Carefully pushing a side the
branches that concealed 11im from the view of
a~yone upon the ground, the scout peered do,v,nward. Then he saw a man making his way along,
in a skulking fashiop. It was Rattler the half'
·
breed.
"Great gimle':s!" excaimed the scout, under his
breath. "If I didn't promise Wild I wouldn't do
it, I'd cert!linly take a shot at that galoot. I know
it would bring the Co;manches here in a jiffy
but, I wouldn't care f'or that. That half-breed
hadn't oughter be allowed to live another minute.
1 wonder what he's up ter, anyway. He seems ter
be s neakin' a long as though he's after somethin'.
I reckon I'll git d-0wn and follev him."
By the time Charlie descended to the ground
R,a ttler was out of sight. But he noticed that the
villain was moving away from the Indian vi!]age,
and that 11'\eant that it would be pxetty safe for
him to follow him. There were so man y fo otprints in the soft ground of the wood that it was
difficult to pick out the tracks the half-breed had
made. But Charlie went on in the direction he
h ad seen him last, and in two or three minutes
he found where he had turned straight away from
the village, toward the spot where our friends
were cam~ed upon the ridge. Rattler wore heavy
boots, while the Comanches all used moccasins
for a footgear. It was easy for Charlie to tell
that the scoundrel had been walking when he
made he tracks, so he proceeded along cautiously.
Since Wild had told him he must not shoot the
half-br~d unless it was absolutely necessary, he
had decided to try and make him a prisoner. In
doing this he did not want to have him utter a
shout, so the attention of the Indians might be
attracted. · Hence it was necessary for him to
proceed with the utmost caution, since he did not
know how close he might be to his man. Charlie
did not have to go very far before he heard the
unmistakab le sounds of whispered voices. He
came to a halt at once and listened. Suddenly he
gave a start, while his eyes sparkled with delight.
The voices he heard were those of Arietta and
Hop Wah.
"Great gimlets!" he exclaimed, half aloud.
"What are they <loin' here?"
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Pushing his ~ay through-the bushes, he came
upon Young Wild West's sweetheart and the
clever Chinaman just as they were about to
start toward the Indian village, after having
made Rattler a priso11er.
"Hello, Arietta!" said the scout, in a low tone
of voice. "What are you doin' here?"
"Why, it's Charlie!" the girl exclaimed. "You
cam~ a little too late to be of any help to m~, I
\
guess. See that fellow lying there?"
Arietta pointed to the helpless scoundrel, who
was now coming to fro.m the effects of the blows
he had received. Charlie looked at the half-breed
and then gave a nod of satisfaction.
"So you have got him, eh? Well, Arietta, I
Y:as after him, I reckon. I'll jest see if he's tied
good. Don't be in any hurry about gittin' over
there to ther village. It will be better if you let
ther Injuns sorter git quieted down a bit."
Arietta saw the wisdom of this, -so she waited
until the scout had made an examination of the
knots Hop had :rpade in the ropes when he bound
Rattler.
"You made a pretty good job of it, Hop," the
scout declared. "But I reckon I'll take another
tu1·n about ther galoot's neck. I'll jest make a
nice litle noose for it, an' then swing ther end ·of
ther rope over that limb up there."
He gave a chuckle as he proceeded to do this,
and then Arietta said:
"You're not going to hang him, Charlie?"
"No, not jest now," was the reply. "But it
sorter does me good to make prepa1·ations, you
·
know."
"All right, Charlie. Now let us go to rescue
,
Wild."
"That's easier said than done, I reckon," and
Charlie shook his head, while an expression of
doubt came over his face.
"I'll do it," declared the girl, her eyes flashing.
"Just let me see where he is and I will walk
straight up and cut him loose. I am confident that
the Comanches will not dare to kill me, and I am
going to take the risk. They will be surprised
if I do such a thing, and before they can recover
themselves Wild can get away. It will be much
easier for me to escape than it would pe if one of
1
you attempted it."
"Maybe you're right, Arietta," but the scout
shrugged his shoulders and shook his head as
though he hardly believed it. "We've tried it
twice now, but we've made a miss of it."
Then he quickly told her of the ,a ttempts to
J:1escue Wild and what had happened after that.
But Arietta paid no attention. She started boldly
for the Comanche village, Charlie andi Hop following her. A1·ietta kept on leading until they
were very close to the fringe of tushes at the
edge of the village. Then Charlie hastened to
overtake her.
"I reckon if you're goin' ter do what you said
you would, Arietta, you had better come this way.
I'll take yer right behind ther log shanty that ther
chief uses for his headquarters. There's where we
left Jim, an' I reckon he must be there yet. Ther
chances are when he found out that I made a failure of it he crawled inside their shanty. There's
·
a couple of lo-g s loose, yer know."
"All right," answered the girl, in a whisper.
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She permitted him to conduct her to the l'ear of
the shanty, and when Charlie dropped to the
ground and cxept along, she did i.he same. Hop
came along a few yards behind cf his 0'-11 accord. The moment Arietta xeached the shanty
she turned to the scout and said:
"You stay here; I'm going to walk right out
there in full view of the Indians. I will have m y
knife ready, and no matter what they say to me
I will walk straight to Wild and cut him free!" ·
With that the girl started deliberately around
the shanty and walked out into the full view of a
number of braves who were gathered a'b out the
·s take that Young Wild West was bound to. The
girl took in the situation at a glance. Half-adozen of the braves stood nea,. Wild, as though
guarding him, each with a bow and arrow. The
moment they saw the girl coming forward, knife
in hand, they divined her intention. Instantly the
bow-strings were pulled back and six arrows wei·e
aimed -a t the brave girl.
"Paleface girl stop, or she die!" exclaimed one
of them in guttural tones. "She must not go to
the paleface boy. He has got to die!"
Heedless of the fact that the Comanche braves
stood .ready to let their arrows fly at her, Arietta.
bounded forward, knife in hand.
"I'll save you, Wild!" she cried.

CHAPTER XL-Conclusion.
In spite of the unsuccessful attempts of hi s
friends to rescue him, Young Wild West had remained very patient. Jim had failed, and so had
Charlie but he knew that something must happen
in his favor before long. While he thought that
Jim was a captive in the shanty he did not fear
the outcome, since he had seen enough of the Comanches to convince him that they were not over
careful in keeping a watch. He had seen Rattler,
the half-breed, leaving the village after the braves
came back and repo1·ted that they could not find
the palefaces who had tried to save him, and he
wondered what the scoundrel was up to. Afte1·
waiting some little time what was the young
deadshot's surprise to see his sweetheart step into
view and walk rapidly toward him, knife in hand.
"Don't come any nearer, Et," he called out,
quickly. "They'll surely send tJw. arxows into your
bodly. The chief instructed thit;r.-Ato shoot the first
one who came to interfer• wit-1. me. Stop where
you a1·e. Mayhe y;ou ean ,i,.J 'oi!tter by talking it
over with the chief."
But the brave girl simply shook her head. With
the arrow-heads pointed directly at her, Arietta
hastened to the side of her dashing young lover.
Warning exclamations came from the Indfans and
cries sounded from others as they came hurrying
to the spot. But the brave girl never once looked
behind her. With a quick stroke of her knife, she
·s evered the xope that held the boy to the stake.
Two or three mol'e slashes, and Wild was free.
"They dare not shoot me, Wild!" she exclaimed.
"I knew it, 01· I would not have dared to do it."
Just then Big Ox, the chief, came hurrying to
the scene. He was without his gaudy garments
now, and looked very much like a _plain, ordinary
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Comanche. He called out sharply in his own stop him. As he stepped out and remarked that
tongue, and the result was that the Indians who it was a very nice day the Comanches lo'oked at
held the bows instantly let them relax and with- each other in mute surprise. They could not understand how it was that the Chinaman could
drew the arrows.
"The palef~ce maiden is very brave!" 'the chief come from the room in the shanty. But Wild
exclaimed, as he turned and looked admiringly at quickly explained things to the chief and those
her. "She has dared death. Bi 6 Ox stood and wh~ coul_d unders~and English. Big Ox was quite
saw her walk right up to the boy she loves and an mtelhgent Indian, and a few minutes later all
~ut him loo·se, when she knew that death was star- our friends were gathered befo1'e his shanty. Then
ir{g her in the face. The paleface maiden is very it was that Arietta told what the halfbreed had
brave. She can take Young Wild West with her · done, and how he had been made a prisoner by
.her, with the assistance of the Chinaman. The
and leave the village of the Comanches."
"Thank you, chief," the girl answered, as soon 1·esult was tha_t tJ:ie chief ordered hi s braves to go
a~ she could find the use of her tongue. "I knew and -find the v1llam and deal with him summarily.
"Let me go with 'em, chief," spoke up Cheythe Comanches in the valley here were not bad.
Something told me that, and that is why I did not enne Charlie. "I got everything fixed for ther
galo·o t."
!fear the arrows that were pointed at me."
Wild gave a nod of approval at which his sweetYoung Wild West nodded, so Charlie started off
heart said, and then he calmly walked over and with fully forty Indians after him. What the
picked up his weapons, which were lying near one scout told them to do when they found the helpof the tepees. He coolly placed his revolvers less scoundrel can readily be imagined by the
in the holsters, and then thrust his hunting knife reader. Anyhow, Charlie returned fifteen minutes
into the sheath. Next he picked up his rifle, l_l.nd later, and looking at the chief, said:
·S 'ung it over his shoulder, which pJ.ainly told the
"I reckon there won't be no further trouble
0.nnanches that he was not going to do any shoot- from that galoot. He's hangin' ter a tree back
there."
bg just then.
It was wonderful to see how kindly the Co"Big Ox," said he, putting out his hand, "I
!lla~chcs took to our friends after that. Big Ox
·
reckon you and I had better shake."
"Ugh!" exclaimed the chief, as he reached out mv1ted them to stay at the village for a few days,
-and took the hand -of the boy. "Young Wild West so Hop was sent up to the camp on the ridge and
heap much ·b rave. The paleface maiden very all hands came down there. When the Indians
much brave girl. She dared death to save Young f?und that 01;1r friend~ had so many trinkets and.
Wild West. Big Ox a big chief, but he knows pieces of callC'o and ribbons with them their delight knew no bounds. They wanted these things
what is good and what is brave."
of course, and as they had plenty of gold dust and
"Well," said Wild, as he smiled and nodded to nuggets,
some very profitable tradinO' was done
the chief, "I told you when you caught me that
"Lis velly nicee place, so be," th; Chinama~
we did not come here to do any harm to you or observed,
as the chief led him over before his
your peo'Ple. We heard of the village here, and
and permitted him to sit at his
we wanted to look at it. Now that we have seen headquarters
side upon a gorgeous blanket. "Me Iikee
it, I suppose we can go away. But if you don't right here
allee timee, but me gottee go with
stay
mind, we would lik_e to take the boy you captured Young
·
Wild West."
libery."
his
given
me,
free
to
while he was trying
which was
cigar
a
to
chief
the
treated
he
Then
with
"The palefaces shall all go free; come
not one of the kind he used to trick people with
me," said the chief.
Wild and Arietta followed him to the log and that made him more solid than ever. With
shanty, the crowd of braves and squaws that had the half-breed out of the way our friends had
gathered, coming along after them. The old nothing_ furthi.1· to fear, so the next morning they
chief opened the door of his shanty, and then step- bade adieu to the Comanches and set out for some
ping inside, went to one that was barred and other part of the country, where they might find
opened that. He had scarcely done so when ciut excitement and adventure. Texas Jake parted
stepped Hop Wah. The old chief gave a start and company _with them a few miles from the valley,
J:ie declarmg that he was going on with his huntjumped back.
mg, as he could not think of giving up what he
"Velly nicee day, so be," said Hop, blandly . .
When Arietta went on around the shanty Char- had been doing a11 his life.
"Well," said Wild, "I was caught by the Colie had quickly found that Jim Dart was inside it.
The result was that he quickly told him what was manches, all right, and if it had not been that
up, and then Dart lost no time in coming out. Arietta dared death, the chances are· that things
Then all three listened and watched to see what would have turned out differently. But it is all
would ·happen. When they found that Arietta right, boy s. All sorts of things happen to us, it
had succeeded their joy knew no bounds; but when seems, and I reckon we are good for a whole lot
they heard the chief say that Young Wild West of adventures yet."
was to go free, Hop Wah began to dance.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
"Me go inside um shanty, so be," he declared, · WEST SHOWING UP A SHERIFF; or, THE
suddenly. 'Pletty soonee Misler Wild makee um RIGHT MAN ON THE WRONG TRAIL."
chief comee to takee Misler Jim outee, and len he
find me Jere. Lat be allee samee velly nicee magic
tlick."
Send us a one-cent stamp to cover postage, and
The Chinaman had done just as he declared he
wo.ulrl. rln ,a:nrl nP.ither Charlie nor Jim tried to we will mail you a copy of "Mystery Magazine," ·
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CURRENT NEWS
HEIFER SETS NEW RECORD
Dainty Aggie Ol'msby III, a Hol stein heifer
owned by John Erickson, Wacupaca, Wis., has
just completed a yearly yecord that makes her the
world's champion butter producing senior yearling and also wins for her the world's championship for combined milk and butter, the Wacupaca
County farm agent announced recently. In 365
days the Holstein produced 22,151 3-10 pounds of
milk and 870.63 pounds of fat, or the equivalent
of 1,083.09 pounds of butter, the agent said.
MASTODON JAWBONE
While pumping sand at the county plant on
the Arkansas River, east of Ellinwood, Kan .,
work men found· what appeared to be the petrified
jawbone of some animal.
The bone was sent to the Kansas State University Department of Geology for identification.
The department replied, stating that it is the
jawbone of a mastodon, a species of giant prehist oric elephant which scientists claim roamed the
plains some thousands of years ago . The letter
states that the specimen is the largest ever fo und.
It was 14 inches in length and the teeth appear ed
about 5 in ches wide and 6 or 7 inches in length .

SEND US A CENT -

The jawbone of a large elephant is s'aid to be
about 7 inches in length, so that it is presumed
this jawbone came from an animal twice as lar ge
as the average elephant.
The specimen was found at a depth of 40 fe el
in the middle of the river.
SHO E S MADE OF F I SH AND SNAKE SKINS
Shoes, as well as bags, are now being made
of fish and snake skins. This substitute for
leather is said t o cost less, and t o be practically
everlasting. Of 1·eptiles, the various kinds of
python, as well as lizards fr om Ceylon and Java,
furnish skins that are serviceable and attractive
in appearance, with a special charm for the.
ladies.
Almost any kind of fish that is large enough
f urnishes material that, with the scales removed,
makes beautiful patterns of great variety, says
P opular Mechanics. The skins .are cut and fit ted
in the same manner as leather. and are u sed for
shoes of various shapes fo r both men and women.
In some parts of the country they have attracteil
favorable att ention and have become quite popular.

We Want to Mail You a Sample Copy of

·-MYSTER Y MAGAZIN E''
The Cent Pays the Postage and the Magazine Will Please You. It Containa

.DETECTIVE STORIES ;
They are full of pep, they grip your interest, and they are replete with mystery, adventure and good plots.

We Want You to Read Them
There is one big feature, and half a dozen shorter stories in every number, to
say nothing of the articles on all sorts of interesting subjects.
Famous Authors Write All the Material
The Best Artists Illustrate the Stories
And the type is large, clear and readable
This publication contains more genuinely good stories than you can get io
many of the higher priced maga.;dnes.

The Price Is 10 Cents a Copy
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc., 166 West 23d St., New York
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.Charlie, the Chauffeur'
-OR-

THE LUCK
... OF A WORKING LAD"
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER VII.
Charlie Takes a New Place.
Just then the panel upon which Mr. Hurley
had been kicking yielded, and tearing away the
splintered boards, the banker told Charlie to help
him pull on the door, which opened towards them.
By their united efforts they were soon able to tear
the lock from its fastenings and the door swung
back.
AJI d'o ubt about the fire now vanished, for
smoke came pouring down the stairs.
Mr. Hurley ~eized a heavy cane which stood in
a col'ner.
"I must go with you!" he cried. "He has set
the house on fire. There can be no doubt about
it. If the poor boy has to be struck down, mine
must be the hand to do it. Come!"
They both ran up the stairs, coming into an unfurnished hall which was black with smoke.
"Miles! Oh, Miles!" shouted Mr. Hurley.
There was no answer.
Charlie feared the worst.
The banker rushed to a closed door and turned
the knob. Moonlight streaming in through the
window showed him the nurse, clad only in his
pajamas, stretched upon the floor.
"Get him downstairs as best you can," cried
Mr. Hurley. "Give the alarm. We may have to
carry Miss Ada out. · Leave me to deal with my
unfortunate son."
He rushed to another door, only to find it
locked, and he was trying to force an entrance
while Charlie, half carrying, half dragging, got
the unconscious man down to the floor below,
where he saw that his neck was all discolored.
That the madman had ti·ied' to strangle him there
could not be a doubt.
Now the recollection of what happened after
that always seemed to Charlie like some horrible
dream.
He called to the housekeeper and told her that
the house was on fire, asking where the cook's
room was.
Then he and Kate were carrying Miss Ada outside ·on her mattress, for Mr. Hurley shouted
down the trairs that it must be done. The injured girl took it very quietly and repeatedly
begged Charlie to look out for her grandfather.
Mr. Miles, still unconscious, was carried out
next and Mrs. Brazer "·ent ont bv herself. Charlie ran upstairs again to meet Mr. Hurley at the
head of the flight.

"Boy, my son is dead by his own hand, and I
can't put the fire he set out,'.' he said in a tone of
deep emotion . "Run quick to the corner of Hunson avenue and turn in the alarm, then come back
and help me save what can be saved. It won't be
much, I fear."
"Can't we get him out, sil·?" gasped Charlie,
for the smoke was very thick now.
"It is impossible," replied Mr. Hurley; "go."
Charlie ran for all he was worth, and when
he got back it was to see flames shooting out of
the windows of the upper flooT.
The fire department promptly responded, but
they were too late. That fine mansion was burned
to the ground and Mr. Hurley's unfortunate son
with it. Charlie did not like to ask questions,
so he never knew exactly what happened, except
that M1'. Miles, who recovered, had been attacked
by the madman while he slept.
The garage sheltered Ada Hurley that night
and at daybreak she was removed in an ambulance to the Rowleyville hospital.
Charlie worked for all he was worth as long
as there was work to do, and when it was all over
Mr. Hurley thanked him and handed him two
months' wages.
"We shall break right up here, Brown " he
said, "so I shall not need you any longer. ' Yo11
have satisfied me perfectly, and if you will call
at the bank at eleven I will write you a letter of
· recommendation."
Charlie thanked him and started to express
sympathy.
"Not a word," broke in the banker. "My troubles have been many-too many to talk about.
Come to me at eleven."
Charlie went and Mr. Hurley asked him where
h<; intended to go.
"Home first, sir," replied the boy chauffeur.
"After I have seen my folks I shall probably try
for a job in Hitica.
"I know a gentleman in Hitica," said Mr. Hurley. "He is a Mr. Thomas Pendleton, a lawyer
there. I advise you to see him a1:d mention my
name. He. may be able to find you a position."
So Charlie took the letter, which was certainly
a strong one, nnd returned to Centreport, where
he found his mother and sister well and glad
enough were they to welccmie him.
"This is going to make a man of you, my son,"
declared Mrs. Brown. "I can perceive a difference in you already. Your experience with the
Hurleys while trying has shown you that money
does not count for everything, and that few of us
can escape trouble in this world." ·
Charlie remained quietly at home f6r a week
and then took the boat to Hitica, whic.h, we have
already stated, was a large and flourishing town
Jocated at the head of Crooked Lake.
. Everybody knew_Mr. Pendleton, as he quickly
discovered, and Charlie lost no time in presenting
himself at the lawyer's office, where he was very
cordially received.
(To be continued.)
Send us a one-cent stamp to cover postage, and
we will mail you a copy of "Mystery Magazine."
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ITEMS OF INTEREST

,

RAT'S JOKE ON BARBER

and, not being favorably impressed by its appearance, he sold it to another collector for a few
causing some inconvenience at the John Fox bar- shillings. The purcha1:;er likewise failed to apber shop in Junction City, Kan. Three nights preciate the importance of his acquisition, and
in succession the rodent has tipped over the bot- some yea-rs later disposed of his coJlection, intle and removed the tightly inserted glass stop- cluding the unique one-cent stamp, to an Engper. There was not suffici~nt olive oil in the bot- lish stamp clealer for the sum of £120. Thence
tle to cause it to run out, however, and the rat the stamp passed into the world's greatest stamp
was unable to get to it. In revenge it ate the collection, where it has remained until now.
soapy center bristles from several shavmg
Few_ have bee:n, p1·ivileged to see it, but_ among
bruslies.
them is Mr. E. D. Bacon, M.V.O ., who m 1891
wrote: "While in Paris I had a- long-wished-for
WOMAN GETS BACK MONEY
opportunity of examining the only known copy
Seventeen years ago, at a band concert in Mar-· of the one-cent of this i ssue, of which Herr P.
inette, Wis., Miss Adeline Pratt, Deputy Register von Ferrary is the fortunate possessor. Doubts
of Deeds, lost a pocketbook with several dollars have more than once been expTessed about the
and a keepsake knife in it. She was surprised 'face' value of this stamp, but after a most carerecently on going to the post-office to rec~ive a ful inspection I have no hesitation whatsoever in
packet containing the knife and money without pronouncing it a thoroughly genuin.e one-cent
any· explanation. Whether she lost the pocket- specimen. The copy is a poor one, dai·k magenta
book or it was stolen from her she does not know, in color, but somewhat rubbed. · Nevertheless, it
but efforts to recover it by advertising at the time is revered by philatelists as the Tarest stamp in
failed.
the world.
·

A rat with an appetite for olive oil has been

STORY OF A RARE STAMP
·wealthy stamp lovers of many n~tionalities
vied with each other for the possession of the
rarest specimen '!mown to philatelists when it w'.1s
put up for public sale at the Hotel Drouot, Pans.
It is the unique 1-cent British Guiana of 1856;
which for more than forty years past has adorned
the famous stamp collection of the late Baron De
La Renotiere von Feuary, which was dispersed
by the French Government Liquidation of Sequestrated Property.
The story of this only remaining example of
this renowned stamp is a romance. Together
with a companion value, 4 cents, it was produced
in the colony to meet an emergency demand
brought about by the Iion-arriv:al of an expected
consio-nment of the regular senes from England.
The firm of Baum & Dallas, printers of the Of-'
ficial Gazette at Georgetown, Demerara, undertook to print a provisional issue, the stamps being composed of ordinary printer's type, w!th the
figure of a sailing ship in the center, which ordinarily headed the shipping news in the newspaper. Above and below this device was set in
type the motto of British Guiana : "Damsuus
Petimusque Vicissim." , The :vhole wa_s en~lo~ed
in a rectangular frame, with the irn~cnption
"Britisli Guiana Postage," and the value m words
on the outsides. These so-called "native" stamps
were printed on surface colored paper and placed
on sale to the public in February, 1856. For ~e~ter security each specimen was personally mitialled by the postmaster before being issued.
The 4 cents is a comparatively ra1·e stamp, but
of the 1 cent only a solitary copy has been preserved-namely, that which was, sold. to the highest bidder reeently.
Not until seventeen years after was it brought
to light by a local stamp c_o llector w~ile rummaging among some old family papers 11;1 a;11 attic. It was far from bemg a perfect specimen,
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Marvels of ..the Maine
Woods
By ALEXANDER ARMSTRONG
· "The mightiest hunter in Maine is Nat Moore
of Somerset county," said a New Yorker who has
fished and hunted all over Maine and a good part
of New Brunswick. "Nat must be over seventy,
but he sticks to the woods like a deerhound·. I
have known him since 1860, and in that year he
showed me the grandest sight that any mortal
man ever gazed upon.
It was one evening early
in the summer, just between dayligh,t and dark.
,ve were camping on one of the lakes in Somerset
county trout 'fishing. Nat had gone to the pond
for so:Ue purpose, and a minute later he came
back.
.
" 'If you want to see something that you won't
be likely to ever clap your eyes on again as long
as you live,' he said, with his eyes snapping with
excitement, 'sneak back to the pond with me.'
"I crept stealthily in his wake down through the
thick timber to the edge of the woods. It was
still light enough at the upper end of the lake,
near which we were camped, and which was not in
the shadow of. the hill, for us to see plainly for
a quarter of a mile along the margin of the
water. Nat cautiously parted the dense growth
of young water birches that fringed the edge of
the lake on that side.
" 'Look yonder,' · said he.
"I looked, and my heart almost jumped out of
my mouth at the sight. All along the upper
shore of the lake, standing belly deep among the
lily pods, in various attitudes of grace and stateliness, the pond was alive with caribou. Mag11ificently antled bulls stamped and snorted and
tossed their kingly head5 among meek-faced cows,
while in and out among them, sported a small
drove of velvet-coated calves. We counted fiftyseven bulls and cows, and almost every cow had
a proprietary interest in at least one calf.
"We watched this remal'kable congragation of
caribou for several minutes in silence. The sight
was toQ much for speech. At last Nat whispered
to me:•
·
.
"'We'll draw on 'em just once, anyhow, and
see how ma,iy we can drop.'
"We selected two of the biggest bulls in the
drove and fired . A terrific chorus of snorts followed the reports of the guns. There was a
sound of water in great commotion for a moment
and the next instant the woods were filled with
the crashing of the flying herd through the thick
brush. Nat and I sent the contents of our remaining barrels after the drove as they rushed
in a confused and thickly bunched mass from
the water. In less time almost than it takes to
tell all was as quiet as if nothing had occurred to
disturb the solitude of the great wilderness. In
the water, their huge bulks showing far about the
mat of lily beds, lay the dead bodies of the two
old bulls we had selected as our first targets.
On the edie of the lake, .or-4' with its head in the

water and its flanks stretched on the shore, and_
the other with his hind parts buried among the
lilies and his antlers lifted high on the land, lay
two other bulls, the victims of the two shots that
followed the herd in their flight.
"'I've seen a good many caribou in my ~ime,'
said Nat, after we had dragged our trophies to
the cabin 'but the natural history of Maine never
counted ~n me or anybody else ever getting in
among such a congregation of 'em as that was.'
"Years afterward Nat was af that same pond,
when twenty-seven caribou came in among the
lilies. He shot one, and was surprised . to see
that, instead of the rest scampering away, they
seemed to be panic-stricken, and only pranced
and sno1·ted and huddled together in the pond.
It wasn't until Nat had shot seven out of the lot
. that the rest began to get their wits about them,
and removed themselves without more ado out of
the way of Nat's deadly aim.
"This old hunter was the originator, as far as
I can learn, of the queer but profitable method of
hunting for caribou and moose, known as
"masquerading' for them. This is followed by
many of the Maine hunters, but Moore is admitted to be the most expert masquerader of them
all. The method is simple. When the snow is
on the ground and the trees are white with it, the
hunter simply wraps himself in a white sheet and
seeks the places where he knows his game is to
be found. He steals along among· the timber until he sights his caribou, far out of rifle range.
Then he watches l1is opportunity. and glides
nearer and nearer to the game. If it suspects
danger and turns its head in the direction of the
sheet-covered hunter, the latter becomes as motionless as one of the dea-d, snow-covered stumps
around him, and resemblc>s one of them himself.
The disguise fools the caribou, and seeing nothing
to excite its fear, it goes to browsing again. By
stealthy and patient stages the masquerading
hunter gets within easy range of the big· deer,
and if it gets away from him then it's a lucky
beast. When there is no snow, the hunter wraps
himself in colors resembling the surroundings
and proceeds in the same way. He has more
trouble in getting to the moose in that way, for
that ugly but;, wary animal has a nose better than
any pointer of the 'finest breed, and he can smell
a hunter just as well in a white sheet as he can
one in a buckskin shirt, and he trusts his nose's
warning whether his eyes have seen any danger
or not, and away he goes at the faintest scent.
"Nat Moore was the first hunter I ever saw call
a bull moose within rifle range. Calling the
!]100se is about .the surest and easiest way of getting a shot at that sagacious animal, as it takes
the most expert and patient maneuvering on the
part of the hunter to follow the trail of a moose
and outwitr him at his own strategy, which is his
instinctive keeping of his trail always with the
wind blowing from the source of possible danger.
In the nutting season, however, wben the cows
a1·e lowing their lone calls on the hills, the cunning old monarcn of the wilderness, while not
abandoning his natural caution, permits himself
to be more easily undone. The Micmac Indians
of New Brunswiok are beyond doubt, the most
skillful moose callers on the continent, just as
the Indians and half-breeds of Manitoba are the
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most infallible moose trailers. There are some
very expert calle1·s among the Maine woodsmen,
and Nat Moore is undoubtedly one of the very
best'.""of them all.
The time to call the bull moose is from the
middle of September to the middle of October,
and sometimes later. · It is the habit of the female at that time of the year to seek open spaces
on the hills at sundown, and give voice to a mellow but far-sounding cry. This is the signal to
the male, and the call is not often repeated before some shambling 1bull is heard crashing
through the brush, his long split hoofs rattling
at every step on his way to the rendezvous. This
peculiar cry the hunters have learned to imitate
with greater or less degrees of e:ii;actness, and
make it an agent for luring their game into ambush. The call is made by means of a horn rolled
rut of birch bark, to mouth which perfectly re- '
quires long and constant practice. The hunter,
when an adept at sounding the moose love song,
simply hides himself at a favorable spot in the
wilderness, with his gun in readiness, and blows
the horn. As he hears the bull approaching,
generally pausing in the brush at intervals to
listen for the call and get his bearings, the caller
needs all his nerve and an . unfailing lip. The
call must be tempered to the approach of the bull,
and one false note is never lost on that wary
lover's true and cultured ear. No cow moose ever
slurred a note or sang too flat or too sharp floating her amatory invitation to her mate on the
crisp air of an autumn evening, and the slightest
variation, either way in the sound will send the
expectant brute flying like the wi:ld away from the
treacherous trysting place-disappointed, perhaps, but not so much so as· the h'Unter whose
false lip lost him his coveted prize.
"The · female moose ·rarely calls after dark, the
exceptional instances being on light moonlight
nights. Consequently hunters seldom try to lure
a bull by calling after night has come on. If a
bull catl be induced t6 answer a moonlight call,
· however, the excitement of the sport is increased.
There is something decidedly weird an"d uncanny
in the sound of the startling call echoing among
the hills, their tops flooded in light and their sides
and bases wrapped in impenetrable shadow, and
the answering bellow of the bull, as it comes out
from the very depths of the shadow. As the
huge animal approaches from the wilderness, and
finally emerges into the moonlit open, the nerves,
even of the experienced hunter, are strung at the
severest tension, while to the novice the suspense
is simply agony. Nat M9ore gave me my first experience in moose calling on one frosty October
night, the moon being that night. one immense
sphere of mellow brightness, and the conflicting
play of light and shadow over the great wilderness was as of broad golden floods of light assailing the ragged boundaries of cimmerian blood.
At the second call from Nat's birch-bark horn an
answer was heard in one direction, and at the
third from the opposite direction was wafted the
reply of another eager moose lover.
"'Two of 'em!' said Nat. 'There's be some fun
in this opening when they meet.'
"The two bulls came on, app1·oaching with
strides that denoted their ardor. I shook like an
aspen, and grew cold and faint under the strain
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on my nerves. At last one of t he bulls stopped.
He was yet in the .shadow of the woods, but nc-t
far from the opening. As he stopped a loud and
angry snort, that contrasted strangely with the
low bellows he had uttered before, came from his
evidently elevated nostrils. The moose on the
other side. of the opening stopped almost at the
same inst~nt, and sent an angry and as loud a
snort from his part of the woods.
"'Aha!' said Nat, beneath his breath. 'They've
scented one another. There won't be any need of •
my ca11ing again. They'll soon be .together right
in front of us.'
"And so they were. At the same moment the
two huge brutes l'Ushed out of the darkness into
the mootlit opening. T]:ieil' appearance was startling to me, l)ut if they had kept me in suspense
much longer I think I would have died. They
liurled themselves against one another, and the
shock made the very earth tremble. Then fol- ,
lowed a combat such as I never hope to see again.
Back and forth, now revealed in the full light of
the moon, and now seen but dimly as first one
and then the other would rush his combanant into
the shadow of the woods, these infuriated rivals
plunged and struggled in desperate conflict. Their
. furious bel!owings r esounded among the hills, and
there was solitude there no longer. For half an
hour the great beasts fought, but victory for
either seemed as far away as it was at the outset. Nat and I, crazed with excitement, came..out
from our concealment early in the fight, and stood
in the lightest part of the opening in plain sight
of the combatants, but our presence was unheeded
by them. At last Nat said:
"'They'1·e getting tired. Neither one will qui t
until the other one is dead. We'll settle the
/
'fight.'
"He led the way back to the guns. Under hi s
instructions I took aim at one battling moose and
he covered the. othe1·. The two reports sounded
at once, and the two bulls dropped as one. Neither
moose made an effort to get up. There was good
reason for that. Both were dead as hammers."
OIL FROl\1: SOUTHERN
STUMPS
Oil of sassafras, formerly much used as a
blood purifying medicine, and now used as a
flavoring ext1·act, is a characteristically American
product, as are birch and wiriter~reen. Abou t
85,0000 pounds of it are produced every year.
It is prepared from the stumps of sassafras
·trees, which the Southern farmer is anxious to
have removed from his land. The distillers furnish stump-pullers, and the farmer's only expense is the labor of pulling from the ground
and delivering the stumps at the nearest railway station.
At the distilleries the stumps are chopped up
with axes and the pieces are fed into "hogs"
which cut them into small chips. These are placed
in the distilling tanks. Distilling takes from forty-eight to fifty-five hours and the yield is only
slightly in excess of 1 per cent. The exhausted
chips are ground and sold for use in sweeping
compounds.
SASSAFRAS
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Mr. Warner was born in New Marlboro and a
blighted romance· is said to have driven him to
a hermit's life in the mountains near his birthplace. When his eyesight failed in 1920 friends
persuaded him to 1·elinquish arhermit's life. ·He
had a brothex, who died in New Orleans in the
civil war.- A sister, Mrs. Samantha .Benton of
Canaan, Conn., survives.
Because of his knowledge of the Berkshire flora
and fauna he was known to hundreds of summer
residents as "Bill Warner, naturalist," and post
cards bearing his picture were widely distributed.
When he recovered from an accident in 1877
sleep had vanished forever. He rested in a rocker
with his clothes on, but never lost consciousness.
Scientific men who observed him closely said
his perpetual insomnia was a fact.
Warner served '.n Company E, Second Connecticut Volunteers, in the civil war.

INTERESTING ARTICLES

LAUGHS

GIANT AIRSHIPS
The navy has ordered a rigid dirigible of 2,000,000 cubic feet to be constructed by England.
English dil'igibles, patterned after the gener~l
plan of Zeppelins, have been c~nstructe~ to_ a
size of 2,700,000 cubic feet. Ships of this size
have a speed Qf 75 miles an hour and an endurance of about 175 hours, or a cruising radius in
excess of 13,500 miles, or more than half the distance around the earth.
Airships of still greater size are contemplated,
and plans for a dirigible of 10,000,000 cubic feet
have beeen approved in England. The length_ of
such a ship is about 1,100 feet, only somethmg
less than one-quarter of a mile. The total lift of
gas is given at 300 tons, and useful lift 200 to~J.S.
Such an airship could transport troops and equipment a clistanse of 20,000 miles.

Johnny-1\ilamma, will you wash my face?
Mamma-Why, Johnny, can't you do that?
Johnny-Yes, but I'll have to wet my hands, and
they don't need it.

ODD FISH TRAP
.A:t Dover, Eng., there has been. constructed_ a
series of immmense breakwaters m order to mcrease the size of the harbor. In the work a big
diving bell was employed. When this machine
was descending on one occasion the men seat~d
around its sides saw in the glare of the electric
light a strange sight.
The water beneath them suddenly became alive
with thousands of silvery fish which darted hither
and thither in their efforts fo escape the unexpected captivity. Some succeeded in diving under
the edges of the bell, but as it descended nearer
and nearer the bottom, the few inches of water
remaining became thick with the fish.
When the bell rested on the bed of the sea the
men captured nearly a thousand of the sprats.
The fish were probably attracted by the electric
light that is used in such a bell.
SLEEPLESS HERMIT DIES AFTER 45
YEARS
William Warner, bachelor, civil war veteran
and hermit, "·ho went without sleep for fortyfive years, died at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Alexander Houghteling in South Eg1·emont,
M:is:~ .

HP

w" ~
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. Mrs. Bingo--I think, if you are looking for a
good servant, the one I have at present would
like the place . . Mrs. Von Blumer-Won't she stay
with- you? "No; she complairi s that she has too
much silver to clean."
•'How many servants have you at your suburban home?" "Three." "You surprise me. I
should think ~hat one would be enough. How can
you find employment for three servants ?" "We
always have one coming, one going and one
there."
A letter. from a lady at an island watexing
place to her husband contains the following passage: "In your last epistle you sent me 200
marks and 1,000 kisses. I should be glad if, in
future, you would send me more money and fewer
kisses."
Uncle-What are you crying for, Georgie?
Georgie-Teacher caned me because I was the
only one-boo-hoo--able to answer a question
to-day. Unde-What was the question? Georgie
(between sobs )-Who put the bent pin in the
teacher's chair.
Blissful (to justice of the peace who has just
tied young Blissful up in a matrimonial knot)How much is the damages, squire? Justice-The
law allows me $2. Blissful-Well, here's 25
cents-that'll make $2.25, and much obliged to ye
fer the trouble.
"You think it is better to have foreign waiters?" "Yes," replied the thick-skinned man. "I
realized it this evening. When I gave the waiter
a lead half-dollar he thanked me in English and
later expressed his opinion in a language which,
fortunatelv. I could not understand.''
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FROM ALL POINTS
ALASKA'S TOUGH DOG LEAVES HEROIC
SCIONS
Baldy of Nome, once the "toughest dog in all
the Northland," has died in an animal hospital,
Berke1ey, Cal. He was buried under a 1·ose bush,
far from the long Alaska snow trails over which
he "mushed" his way to fame.
Driven by "Scotty" Allan, Baldy was lead dog
in the noted racing team owned by Mrs. C. E.
Darling, which won six of the All-Alaska Sweepstake races across the Seward Peninsula from
Nome to Candle and back, 418 miles in all. His
last sweepstake was run in 1917. Then Allan
brought him to Berkeley, where he settled.
"He was a cross-breed dog," said Allan recentJy. "His mothe1· was a malamute; the rest of him
was 'outside dog,' shepherd and h:mnd."
During the war several Alaska dogs sired by
Baldy were shipped to Europe by the French
Government to serve in the Alps, and some won
the Croix de Guerre.
TWO YOUNG WOMEN WILL WATCH FOR
FIRES
Two good looking school teachers, Amy Kross
and Cora Thomas, have been named to serve for
two months this summer at a lone fhe lookout
station on Sourdough Mountain, north of Bellingham, Wash., in the centre of an immense area of
.
forests.
A lookout cage or small cabin located at an
elevation of 7,000 feet is their vacation home.
Steel cables extending over the roof anchor the
cabin to the rock, so that the winds will not
hurl it down the mountain side.
The girls will be alone on the peak but connected with the outside world by telephone and telegraph with which they can report locations , of
fires. Their eye range is ten miles in every direction. A radio telephone set, made and! perfected
by Miss Kross, will be a novelty this summmer
and a source of entertainment. Former occupants of this station declare snow blows there in
July and August.
MACHINE UNREELS SILK FROM COCOONS
Silk has always been considered an article of
luxury on account of its high cost in comparison
with other textile materials, writes United States
Commercial Attache H. C. MacLean from Rome.
This has been due in large degree to the labor
necessary in handling the cocoons and preparmg
the thread for spinning. Consequently the silk
industry has flourished only in countries where
cheap labor is available.
After soaking the cocoons in water•the thread
has always been unreeled by hand, which is a
work of great delicacy, but one for which it has
not been possible to pay high wages. Thus, while
silk weaving in Italy has been making progress
the preparation of the raw silk has shown a
decline. It is now reported that an Italian silk
expert has succeeded in prefecting a machine
which will perform the operation of unreeling
the thread mechanically. A new company has
recently been formed, which has taken over the

patents covering the invention and will maufacture the machines. If the invention succeeds commercially as well
as it has in the experiments that have been made
it bids fair ao revolutionize the silk industry, and,
according to the inventor, the cost of silk may
be reduced to such an extent that it will be able
to compete with cotton and linen.
MUSEUM OF HATE OPENED IN PARIS
Museum of Hate is a fitting name for the new
section of the French War Museum. It is filled
with German medals and documents collected
since the armistice, and as most of them expl'ess
hostility to France there appears to be no other
purpose in preserving them here than to maintain the spirit of hatred. Fortunately the collection has been housed in such small premises on
the Rue de Colisee, where they have to be heaped
in an inaccessible mass, that few persons are likely to be able to see them.
The acquisition of records to illustrate the
variations of German mentality ·b egan immediately after the· armistice; and the first specimens consequently appertain to the German people's anger at tlieir defeated chieftains. Most of
the earlier medallions an\:J. picture postcards have
the ex-Kaiser for subject, expressing either
threats or ridicule of the imperial scapegoat.
In those of milde1· irony he is shown packing up
his grips for a long voyage in exile or letting his
crown fall, with an air of melancholy, into the
waters of the Rhine.
With the arrival of the peace treaty :period the
rancor of the Germans is diverted to th evictors
and, following a stream of lamentations, begins
an outburst of virulent menace. A medallion portraying the famous "Sower" on French coins has
the legend, "Thou hast already been sowing hate
for long." Another medal called "The Calvary
of Germany" shows Germania crucified, drinking
from the cup of gall offered! bt the Allies.
In the same period there is an album made up
of pictures of Alsace-Lorraine with the inscrip-.
tions, "What we have lost" and "German land
which was torn from us and which we shall never
·
forget."
Then begins a series of cartoons, generally
coarse, from such German humorous pape1·s as
· Ulk, Kladderadatsch and Simplicissimus, which, in
the French eyes, "show th~ duplicity as well as
the choler of the enemy of yesterday." In these
drawings, Germany, .unfailingly figures as a martyr, while the Allies are represented as bandits
despoiling their vicitim. France is the especial
object of attack, being pictured as a megalomaniac, furiously militarist, barbarous, given to
to1·ture in her spirit of black hate.
In some quarters the1·e is a demand that this
provocative collection be placed where it can
easily be seen by the masses.
Send us a one-cent stamp to cover postage, and
we will mail you a copy of "l\ioving Picture
Stories."
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GOOD READING
at noon on Thursday it would show 8.13 p. m.
LOON ATTACKS CHILD
Channing Goff, five-year-old grandson of I. C. Saturday; would have gained 20,293 seconds-2
Goff, a coal operator of Cleveland, residing at NQ. days, 8 hours and 13 minutes-since clocks of
our present type were invented in A. D. 996 to
170 South Kingston Avenue, Chelsea, N. J., was
chased and attacked on the beach near his home supplant hour glasses. water clocks and measrecently by a loon, which flew from the surf and ured candles. The 20,923 seconds include the
struck the boy several times on the leg with its leap year gains.
·
long bill.
At least, so the volunteer statistician says.
However, as the clocks have been corrected
Mr. Goff, the elder, ran to the boy's assistance,
as did one 01: two bystanders, but the loon still day by day, at noon to-day it is noon to-day.
The vagaries of the clocks have been disclosed
showed fight. Finally the grandfather got a gxip
on its throat and after a brief struggle threw it ?Y Dr. R. H. Tucker of Lick Observatory, a promback into the surf. It dived, but came back im- ment astronomer, who has given special attenmediately, hovering about and displaying a bel- tion to clocks.
ligerent attitude.
He finds that three first-class clocks at Lick
"I have never known a. loon to display a mili- Observatory have gained .06 of a second every
tant disposition like this before," said Mr. Goff. night for several months.
"I have a camp in the Adirondacks, where I go
The results of his. investigation a1·e included
each summer, and there the loons are plentiful, in the annual report of Dr. W. W. Campbell dibut are always of a shy disposition. Yes, I am rector of Lick.
'
certain this was a loon, for I am familiar with the
of
list
large
a
from
checked
were
clocks
The
long,
bird. The loon has a bill about ten inches
and very sharp at the end. It made the boy cry stars whose position are known with high pre. c1s1on. The report says meridian transits were
out with pain."
Tecorded .06 seconds of time too early in the sunset period as compared with the sunrise period.
Differences of temperature would account for
RAGPICKER CLAIMS NAPOLEON AS KIN
only 5 per cent. of the discrepancy.
One of the rag and bone pickers of Paris has
Nobody knows the cause, but Dr. Tucker is
just made known his belief that he may be a still
at work on the problem.
descendant of the great Emperor Napoleon I.
Prof. Charles Burckhalter, director of OakHis name is Louis Napolon Eugene Maximilan
Laurent Masson. He is called "Napoleon" and land's Chabot Observatory, asked for his opinion
gives as the reason for his use of that name the on it, said that Dr. Tucker was the expert of experts on this question, but that the public need
following explanation:
"My father was a shoe cobbler and second not be alarmed, as the discrepancy discovered by
hand dealer who used to rescue dogs' and cats' Dr. Tucker has been rectified day by day autobodies from the Seine to sell for making grease. matically.
My mothe:· was a traveling mender of pots and
pans.
Se~d us ~ one-cent stamp to cover postage, and
''lVIy mother's mother was Rosalie de Manadel,
of Spanish origin and n-oble. Her husband, my we ~Ill mad you a copy of "Mystery Magazine."
grandfather, named Firmin, was from Ireland.
They kept an inn at Clethy, in tlie department
of Pas de Calais, where coaches changed horses.
Musical Handsaw
"One .Jvening the Emperor anived at Clethy
and my grandmother warned him to go no farther
Greatest Novelty of the Age
as there were English soldiers about. My grandfather fled and hid in a ravine. My grandmother hid Napoleon in the lower part of our
two storied cellar until he could leave in safety.
When my mother was born, my grandfather always 1·efused to recognize her as his child, declaring that Napoleon was her father.
"You will find a reference to Napoleon's stay
If you can -carry a tune in your head, you can learn
in Clethy in Marshal ' Bertrand's Memoirs with
to play this instrument, and secure a job on fbe stage
something about the child that resulted from it.
at a good salary. No musical education necessary
"That's why I am better known as Napoleon, Struck with a specially made mallet the perfectly tem:
pered saw produces luud, clear, rich tones like a 'cello.
and with reason~" .
CLOCKS RUN MORE RAPIDLY AT NIGHT
Clocks to-day are formally listed in the highlife class. They run faster at night than by
day, says Science and Invention.
If the first clock ever made had run correctly,

.,
l

.

'.l.' he same etl'ect ·may be bad by using a violin bow on
the edge. Any tune can be played by the wonderful
vibrations- of tbe saw. It requires two weeks' practice
to mak~ you an expert. Vl'ben not playing you cau
work with the saw. It is a useful tool as well as a fine
Instrument.
Price of Sa,v, l\Iallet and Instructions .. ... .. .. . $5

HARRY E. WOLFF, 166· W. 23d St., New York
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YAP A LAND
OF SLAVERY
Although th e
Island of Yap has
b e e n governed
by
successively
Spanial'ds, Germans and Japanese, slavery is
s t i 11 · practiced
here and shows
no sign_s of dying
out. The Yap
slaves are a darker race than their
masters
native
and they have
bl a ck, slightly
curly hail'. They
are owned by
chiefs and some
are the property
of wealthy native
women.
Tradition says
that the slaves
descended
are
from early invaders who come to
Yap in war canoes from other islands, but we1·e
overpowered by
the original inhabitants .
. Many of the
men were killed,
but the women
and chinl.ren were
spared and forced
fo labor in the
taro ( an edible
plant root)
patches.
Yap society is
divided into three
classes, namely:
ma chm a ch or
medicine men, the
pilung or aristocracy, and the
or
pim iliaga
slaves. The medicine men are still
powerful despite
the years of missionary work by
Spanish priests.
prophesy,
they
tell fortunes and
sometimes put a
taboo on various
·parts of the island. A taboo is
a serious matter
for the traders, as
no native will
work on a tabooed plantation.
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PRICES

YEAR CAR-Electrla

soc.

STARTER and LIGHTS

-Orile Your Own Car

$1~
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Beautiful clesigu, 6x 11 in. mirror, l'lt-'avy
hevelled glass, 11-row pure white bristle
brusll, extn1 st ron g cornb. Rent C. 0. D. or
ou rnoney order. Sent prepnid ,,-ithiu ~-lllours after receipt of order.
SUPERIOR PRODUCTS co.,
No. 3 Park Row, New York

If Ruptured
Try This Free
Apply It to Any Rupture, Old or
Recent, Large or Small, and _you
Are on the Road That Hai
Convinced Thou;;andt11.

SenJ Free To Prove This

T~d~:~
fii1~dteJtl~mf l~~tt1thTt~v;~d~~e
ani!!~l~OO :~1c~e~!t~· your watch
AT ONCE-Prepaid, NOT C.O.D.

ported 15 ruby and eapphlre jeweled

Pay the bnh1.nce $2.00 monthly.

licJf/~j~~i~~ l!,~!1':~se~~aC:nJo~&;
return after

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL
and get your deposit back.

BIG VALUE for~ ·to Cts.

6 Songs, words and music; 25 Plo
tures Pretty Girls ;40 Ways to Make
Money; 1 Joke Book· l Book on
I,ove; l Magic Book.; 1 'Book Letter
Writing; 1 Dream Book and Fortune Teller; 1 Cook Book; 1 Base
Ball Book, gives rules for games; 1
'roy Maker Book; Language of
Flowers;! MorseTelegraphAlphabet; 12 Chemical Experiments;
Mar's Age Table; Great North Pole
Game· 100 Conundrums; 8 Puzzle•,
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abo~A~nan

An:vone ruptured. man, woman or ch!M,
should wrlte 11.t once to W. S. Rice, 4.44A
M11.ln St., A/lams. N. Y., for ll rree trial of
his wonderful stimulntln,: applk11tlon. JuLt
put It on the rupture anil th" musclf'R begin
to tl!!"hten; they beizln to bln<I together 80
tbRt the opening ~loses naturally •nd the
neP/1 of a support or tru•s or appliance 11
then done R"l'l"B)' with. Don't neizlert to send
for tbl~ free trlal. Even it :vour rapture
doesn't bother vou, what Is tbP uaP. of wenrlng supportR all your Uff'? Why eutrn th!•
nulsnnre 1 Wb:v run the risk of c:angrene
au,! such dangers from a small RDd htnocent
J!ftle rupture, the kind that has thrown
thon•nnd• on the orerat!ni,: tnhJp? A host
of men anil women Rre . dnlly runnlnf.( ~nc'll
risk . juRt hPcause their ruptures do •ot hurt
nor prevent tllem from J!"Pttlnl!,' ~rounil. Wrlte
at one• for th!~ fre.e triAl. as It Is cntalnly
11 wonderful thlng anil has alcled In the cnre
of ruptures that w~re u hll!.' a~ a man'&
two fista. Try and write at once. using the
eonpon· below.
Free fer Bn1>ta.r...

W. !!. Rice. In• .•
(44A Main St., Adams, N. Y.
Yon may send me entirely free 11
Sample Treatment of your 1tlmnlntlng
a pp llcntlon tor ftnptur.e.
Name •.•••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••
Address .................. ., •••••••.••••••
Suite ......•.••..••.••••••...••...••..••••
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and !rf>e samples. .American ::Uonograro Co., Devt. 111, WOULD vou write a wealthy, pretty girl? (starnp)
East Orange., N. J.
ct'---.-'0'-'h "'lo:c·~---Lill!nu Sproul. Sta. H, Clevelnn-"
$36 to $j6 WEEKLY in your spare ti.me do'ing sJJecl•l MARRY-MARRIAGE DIRECTORY with photos and
advertising work among the families of your city; no
descriptions tree. Pay when married. The E:I:C!hange,
experience neceesary; write today for full particulars. Dept. 545. Kansas City, A10 .

.A.merJcan Product., Co .• 5915 American Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

HELP WANTED
A DETECTIVE-Earn big money. Travel. Fascinating work. Learn by our home study method.

BE

Particulars free.

,vrtte American School of Crimin-

IF YOU WANT A WEALTHY, LOVING WIFE, write
Yiolet Rays, Dennison, Ohio. Enclose stamped enveloJ)e.
MARRY RICH, hundreds anxious, descrlpt.lve list fr ee,
saUstaction guaranteed. Select Club, Dept. A, Rapid
City, So. Dal<.
BEST, LARGEST MATRIMONIAL CLUB In Country.
Establhhed 17 Years. 'l'housands ·wealthy wishing
Early :Marriage, Confidential, Free. The Old Rellable
Club. Mrs. Wrubel, Box 26, Oakland, Calif.
MARRY~Free photograp11s, directory and d escriptions
of wenlthY m.embors. Pay when married. New Plan
~
Co., Dept. 36, Kansas City, Mo.
MARRY HEALTH, WEALTH-Thousands; worth $5,000
to $400,000, desire marriage. Photos, introductions;
description• free. Suooe.,sful-conf!dentla.l. SUNFLOWER
CLUB, B-800, Cimarron, Kamas.
IF YOU WANT NEW FRI ENOS, WRJTE BETTY LEE,
28 East Bay S't., Jacksonv!lle, Florid&. Send stamp

ology, Dept. M, Detroit. ltiicb.
ALL men. women., over 17, willing to accept Government position. $135. Traveling or stationary. 'Write
Mr. Ozment. 149, St. Louis, ~1o.
BE A RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTOR! $110 to $~50
monthly, expenses pald after 3 momhs' spare-time
atudy. S'.Pleuclid 04Jportunitles. Position guaranteed or
Write for Free Boolclet CM·lOl.
money refunded.
Stancl. Business Training Inst., Buf'l'nlo, N. Y.
BE A DETECTIVE. Opportunity for men and women
tor secret investigation in your district. Write C. T.
Lud wig, 521 Westover Bldg .. Kli.asas City , Mo.
LADIES WANTED. and MEN, toq_, to adclress envelopes and mail ~dvertlsihg matter at hotne for large J)l<'HS6.
mail order firms, spare or whole timP. Can make EXCHANGE CHEERY INTERESTING LETTERS with
$10 to $35 wkly. NO capital or experience required.
new friends; lots of fun; enclosed stamp. Eva :.Moore,
Boal, explains everything; se11d 10 cts. to cover postage, Box 4309. Jaoksonvlll~ F_l_a_. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
etc. Ward Pub. Co., Tilton. N. B.
FOR SALE
DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Great demand for
men and \,omen. Fascinating work. Particulars freo. LAND SEEKERS! ATTENTION! ~O. 40, SO-acre tract,,
near thriving city in Michigan. U~ to $35 per acre:
Write. American Detective System. 1968 Il'way, N . Y.
only $10 to $50 ctown and $10 to $20 per month. Write
STOP DAILY fiRIND -s·r.i.RT SILVERING MJRRORS, today
for FREE booklet gi.dng tun informa.tion.
auto be,idliglts, tableware. etc. Plans free. Clarence SIVL!MRT
LAND co.. }I-1208, l'lrst Nat.ion&! Bank
Sprinkle, DN,t. 73, M'arion. Indiana.
Bldg., Chlcago.

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED
STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, etc., are wantect for publication. S'ubmit MSS. or write Llterary Bureau. 515
Hannibal. Mo.

PATENTS

PATENTS. Trademark, Copywright-foremost word free.

Long exp{'rienee as patent solicitor. Prompt advice,
tharges very reasonable. Corresnondeoce solicited. Re-sults pr<Jcured. Metzger, Washington, D. C.

PERSONAL

SCIENTIFIC
YOUR LIFE STORY in the stars. Send birth date and
dime for trial rending. Sherman, Rapid City, S. Dak.
$end
ASTROLOGY-STARS TELL LIFE'S STORY.
birthdate and dime for trial reading. Eddy, Westport
St., 38-73, Kansas City, Mo.

SONGWRITERS
F~E BOOKLET-"Soug " 1riting Facts." Song p,oems
,ivanted. Free examination. We write mus.le, facilitate
publication. SUCCJi;SRFl::L SONG SERVICE, 240 Wesl
46th Street, New York, DPJ>artment R.
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG-We compose music.
Submit your poems to us at once. New York Melody
Corporation, 405 Fitzgerald Bldg., New York.
SONGWRITERS-I want Song Po,.r11~. Ca.sper Nathan,
Dept. H. 929 Garr!cl< Theatre Bldg., Chicago.

MARRIED-Best matrimonial paper published.
Mailed FREE. Address American Distributor, Suite
628. Rlair~v!l le. ra.
GET ACQUAINTED and marry well. Send stamt)ed
enveloJ)f'. Chicago Friendship Club, 2928 Broadway,
Chica,~. m.
Big issue with
20th year.
MARRIAGE' PAPER.
STAMMERING
descriptions, photos, names and addresses. 25 cents.
No othE'r fee. Sent sealed. Box 2265R, Boston, Mass. ST-STU·T~T-TERfNG and stammering cured at home.
Walter McDonnell. 15
Instructive booklet free.
MARRY-Directory free. Ladies nnd Gentlemen wrlte
for boolt!et. Strictly confidential. National Agency, Potomao Bank Bldg .. Washington. D. C.
Dept, A .. Kansas Clty, Mo.
TOBACCO HABIT
0
1
~~sr~~Ptf~~: TOBACCO or S'nulf Habit cured or no pay. $1 II
M
photos. Jntroductlom1 tree. SeRled. Either ser. Send
S'uperba Co. PC,
Remedy sent ou tl'ial.
cul'ed.
J'.\O mone~. Address Standard Cor. Club Grayslake Ill. Baltimore Md.
GET

:toi~:to i~1~~~dn~:efrfa;'::r\~ m~~':f!:~.

Crystal Ga zing Mysterious Views-How to
read minds. Your horoscope of life with valuable information for future. Send your birthday with 25c, stamps, to Julius Zanclg, Ex ·.
pert, 1400 L. Street, N. W., Washington, D. C'.

INDICATORS 8'1'1GURES

-,RADIUM TREATED

Send only

.,...11~.!tiUttR!~~J.~~?!~.t:.!!!.'.~!!!

48 cts.

':l,~,t~.::!::=t~i;;;r~;.~~:::'PO"A11;:;

IN STAMPS, to aecure

alAdt ehow.14 !lla1111• BnBeu. tomak•h1m P110pON l [ ~ e .

WARD PUB, CO., Tilton, N, H .

thfs serviceable, cuaran•
teed watch; and pay !2.150
when it comes to you by
mail, po~tpaid. Or, send
SZ.98 money-order.
Thin lnodel, b1ack dial,
rad iumized; stem winder,
atem set, lever eecapement, French bow, full
Bpsine pattern,all movements handeomely dam.
aakeened; triple tested, r egulated. Satisfaction
A~dress 1
guaranteed, or your money back.

CALHOUN WATCH COMPAN~
66

Nassau Street.

A-11

Naw York. N. y.

.

GOLD THAT
DISAPPEARS
Do you know
how gold shows
its dislike for seawater, especially
that of the Atlantic Ocean?
Many shipments of go~d
have been sent to
America recently
in discharge of
our debts, and
every time a curious· thing always
When
happens.
the gold reached
destination
i ts
and the American officials
weighed it carewas
it
fully,
found to have lost
weight during the
voyage.
At first, everyone imagined the
cause to be that
in
scales
the
America and other countries differed, but a testof the variqus
s c a 1 e s showed
that they were
exactly the same.
Then it was
that experts int he
vestigated
After
mystery.
many tests it has
discovered
been
that during its
journey acr o ss
the Atlantic the
action of the seawater caused the
gold to "sweat."
It is usual to
pack the metal in
kegs,
stout
squeezing it as
tight as possible.
But any way in
which the gold is
packed it always
loses weight.
Now the coins
are allowed to
g r i n d against
each other, thus
weai-ing th e m
down a little, and
a regular a llowance i~ made for
the loss,

HENS PROVE
PROFITABLE
Although
South Dakota is
classed as one of
the gold producing States of the
Union-owing to
the fact that the
famous H o m e stake Mine in the
Black Hills is one
of the great gold
producers of the
world-it will be
a
surprise
to
many to know
that the hens of
South Dakota
each year produce
many times the
value of the Black
Hills gold product.
The production
of the Homestake
Mine is estimated '
at $6,000,000 per
year. The hens on
the
farms
of
S o u th Dakota,
figures show, produce $30,000,000
per year. For
every dollar of
S o u t h Dakota
gold the S·outh
Dakota hens lay
down $5.
The
1·ecord made by
the hens of the
State is believed
to make a recor(l
for States with
no greater population than South
Dakota, and in
view of the fact
that South Dakota has no great
poultry farms.
There are now
about 9,000,000
chickens in South
Dakota. It is believed that with
the experience of
the last two or
three months the
number of hens
in the State will
be materially increased, as the
farmers
have
found them a
sure source of
revenue.

Whether you ~
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OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
U1>eful, lnstructhe and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject
No.

l.

J\i,U'OLEO::O.,,-,

OUA("lJLU.\I

AND

J>KEA~I

HOOJi..-Coutuiniui;- tt, .. g-reut orat'le ot huwno destiny;
ulso th~ tl"Ut! 11wuui11g ur utmost onr kln(I or dn,ama,
t<,gPUwr wit 11 <.·llu.·ms, ccp·111onlcs und curious gum~s ot

cards.

No. 2. HOW '1'0 DO TUICli.s.-Th~ i;-rcat hook ot
muglc and t'Uru lril'l,.s, t•oullli11iui; full lnstructlous on
nil leading t·tutl trkks or the \luy, al~o the most popular
mugicu.l

11\uslon!-l

u:s

pt1rformcU

hl-

our

h•udlug

lUl:l-

glciuns; e, ,,n· hoy shoul,I oht11i11 a copy or tills hook.
No. 3. now 'l"O rLIR'l'.-'fhe arts unll wile~ or
tlirlutior o.re fully expluiuetl by this little uook, BeRides the variou~ mrtho(ls of banllkt•r(·hief, fan, glove,
parnsol. wi11u11\\ nnll llut fllrtution, it ,·011l11lus a !nil list
of tllc lan~uagt\ and ~wnt\mcnt of floWt'rS.
No. G. IIO\V '1'0 ~I.U{J~ LO\'E.-A complete guldP to
love, courtship au(I marriugP. giving sensible advice,
rules and etiquette to IJI' ohsPrved, wlrh many curious
and lnteresl Ing tilings 1Hlt generally known
No. 7. HOW '1'0 KEEP IURDS.-Iland~OlllPly illustrated ou1l containing full instructions tor the mnnni:emen! and training of tlw eunar.v, mockingolrd, bobolink.
bla,·klllrd. paroqtwt. pnrrot. elr.
No. 10. now TO BOX.-'l'h,• art or selt-deCPnse made
easy. Contnluing over thirtJ· illustratlous of guarda.
lllows and the flilTPrNll positions or o g-ood boxer. EvPr.v
bov shoul<l ol>tnin onp of tiles<' uspful sud tostrtll·tlve
books. <IS it wilJ lpac-h VOii how to hOX without an iDstrUC!Or.
·
No. 11.

now 1'0 \\'IU'l'ls LO\ E-LETT}:m,.-A

moat

complete little hook, conlnlnlng full clirrrtions for writing Jov~-letters, and wllen to use tht'm. glvlni: specimen
letters for )'otmir nnd old.
No. 13. HOW TO DO l'l'; Or. BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.
-It ts a irreot life spt•rrt. and one thnt eYery youn,t
mnn desires lo know nil ohont. 'f'hpre's hnppln,·~s in It.
No. 14. HOW TO MAlCE CANDY.-A romplete handbook tor making oll kh1<la or rantly. lcp-creum, ftyrupa,

es~wnres.

~tf'.

No. 18. HOW TO BE('0'1~: BK\l'T[J,"UL.-One of
th,, hrightest nn<l most rnl11nhle little hooks PY1•r a"lvrn
to the worlcl
Ever~·bo,ly wishes to know how to become hrnutlfnl. hoth mnlP nn,i female. Tl1e secret 1,
simple and nlmost rostles,
No. 20.
HOW TO E'-'.Tl<:RTAIN A" E\'E:'\JNO
PAH'l'Y.-A most complrtP <·11111pen1llum of irnmes, sport a
card cliverslons. <"Omlc recl1nllons. et~ .• suitahh• for pnr'.
!or or drnwlup; - room ent!'t''nlnment. It routnlns more
f or the money than nnv t,ook puhli•hr<l .
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLi\1"1 llREA,t!'I.-Thls llttle
book givl's th,, explanntlon to nll klnrts of tlrenm,. tog.-thrr with lucky anrt unl11rk)· rln ,.•
No. 24.

ROW TO WRl'l'l'. T,1<:TTERfi TO GE"TT F.-

No. 26.

HOW 'l'O ROW, SAIL AXD Bt'ILD A UOAT.

No. 29.

HOW TO BECOME AX IN\"ENTOR.-Evpry

~IBN.-Coutnlnlni:,: full cilre,·lion• for writing to irentlemen on ell s11hj<'cts.
1
No . 23. HOW TO HF:('0Jlt: A 0-'t.,1"1AST.-C"'ontnlnlng full d\r,·rttons for all J:lncls of i::,mnasttr spnrtll"
and athletk exercises. Emhrae!nl!" thirty five l1111•tratlons. By Profes sor W. !lfnrclonald.
-Fully illustrnted. Full lnstnietlons nrp ,given In thl,t
little book, togPther with lnstrnclinn• on swim111ln1? nud
riding. con pnnlon sports to bontln,: .
No. 28. HOW TO TELL J-'ORTC,F:S.-Every OllP Is
deslrons of kn owl nit what his future lire will hrlng
forth, whether happiness or miser,. wealth or po,·erty.
You can tell by a glance at this llttl!' hook. Rn)' one
and bP convinced.
boy should know bow Inventions ori,:-inht,•d. 'T'hls hook
explains them nil, giving exnmpJps in elP<"trl<'ltv, bvdrnullcs. mnirnetlsm. optks, pnenmntlcs, merhnnirs, etl'.
No. Sfl. HO\V TO COOii .-One ot the most lnstrurtlve
book~ on cooking evPr µuhlfsbecl. !1 contnlns n-clpes
for cooking men ts. fish, irnmP nnd oystPrs; niso pit's,
pnd<linl!"S , cnkrs nnrl all kinds or pastry, nud n i:raud
eoJIPrtlon ot recipt's.
No. ss.
JTOW TO BF.HA \ " F, -f'ontnlnlnir the rnlNI
nn<l etl(Jt1ete of g-ood soriph· 11ucl tht' Paslest nncl most
approved m~thocls or npp,,nrlng to irood aflvnntage at
partlP~. halls, the theatre, el1urch, and In the drawlnit-

room .

For ffftlfl- by all Df'W«u1t'nlflrR, or will be flent to aa7
adtlreo• on r...,~lpt or prlee. l0e. Per copy, ln
n1on~y or etamp9, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.,
166 Wesl 23d Street.,
~ew Yerk

